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This is the report of an attempt to persuade and the results of 
that attempt . The total problem will be studied in terms of t wo spe-
ci fic pr oblems, one a qualitative analysis, the other a quantitave 
analysis. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Total Probl em. The purpose of this study i s to determine if, 
ana. to what extent, measur able changes in attitude of a group of high-
school age boys can be effected by means of a recorded half-hour dra-
matic r adio program. 
Specific Problems. 
and distinct problems. 
of persuasion. 
This study is broken do~n into t wo separate 
(1) To persuade, and (2) To measure the degree 
II. THE IMPORTP~CE 
The proper pivotal point of Public Relations is the concept or at-
titude. Public opinion is the single most important force in the worl d 
today. It is also one of the least understood. History, past and 
pa ssing, shouts the lesson that ignorance of the tools, techniques and 
possibilities of attitude change have invited the demise of virtually 
any structure, from a civilization to a cigar store. 
History also enunciates the proposition that the growth, strength 
and stability of institutions is proportional to the degree to which 
those responsible for that institution took recognizance of the role 
of public opinion. It need not be discouraging to r ealize that the 
inherent rightness or wrongness of a thing, in terms of the existing 
culture, is important to its success only in so far as it serves as 
a determinant for the attitudes of the people concerned. 
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One more proposition should be abstracted from history. The de-
gree to which organizations concern themselves with the problem of 
attitude development is inversely proportional to the extent to which 
that organization ser ves the public interest. Thus, Hitler, acutely 
aware of the adversity of fate and the people, developed an entire 
school of a ttl tude change. His dovm.fall came about largely because 
. the big l ie did not have social reinforcement. Thus, too, Hollywood 
pict ure moguls authorize huge promotion budgets for poor pictures. 
The reasoning behind this is that they want their money back. 
The paradox in this juxtaposition is obvious. Institutions 
ser~ing the public i nterest have more reasons to employ the techni ques. 
Mor e is finally dependent upon their success. To believe that right 
will find a way is to assume a knowledge .of- the cognitive and percep-
tual pr ocesses of every individual involved. It is true that a pro-
gram, institution or idea not at odds with prevailing public opinion 
has a better chance of success than one opposing the climate of opinion. 
This, however, is properly interpreted in terms of social support, not 
the inevi table victory of right. 
It has taken the world a long time to teach people that it will . 
not beat a path to t he door of a better mouse-t rap until it is con-
vinced that the mouse trap is better. American boys· are dying on an 
island in the Pacific because a great nation v.~s so convinced of i t s 




This study, then, is an attempt to persuade and to test its ef-
fectiveness. 
III. DEFINITIONS OF TElli~S USED 
A considerable problem of semantics is involved in this study. 
Fourteen individual qualities, or themes, woven into the stories, 
were used for purposes of measurement. These themes are honesty, 
kindness, fairness, intelligence, courage, courtesy, ability~ edu-
cation, sensitivity, value, helpfulness, friendliness, industrious-
ness, sli1cerity and humility. Each of these words, to be sure has a 
slightly different meaning for each listener. Yet, since the words 
were not themselves used in the questionmdre, an arbitrai definition 
would only detract from the study. 
The ·ords, too, are used only as l Hbels, as t ags fOI· an abstract 
quality which approximates what was found to be the general inter-
pretation of' the questions. Since previous studies Lrldicate that hy-
pothetical questions are the best for inquiries of' this nature, the 
true quality being ;neasured is rather sharply circumscribed. Nor is 
it important that each question measure exactly the quality ascribed 
to it. The pre-test indicated that the questions used came very 
close to asking the respondent's evsluation of the associated attri-
bute. 
However, since words are no more than labels for things, it must 
be emphasized that the questionnaire seeks to avoid the ambiguity 
and inconstancy resulting from use of the label. The tags are used 
only for convenient ref erence i n t his report. 
IV. THE STUDY DESIGN 
An informal pol l was taken of a group of highschool students to 
ascertain their attitudes toward the police of ficers of their city. 
Areas of dislike were noted, and an inquiry was made to determine 
the contact points that had eventuated in these attitudes. Four-
teen basic qualities were selected as the most important in attitude 
development, and it was found that the bulk of these attitudes had 
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been formed on the basis of (1) infrequent and somewhat vague personal 
contact with the policemen, such as seeing them arresting traffic 
violators; (2) heresay, from their friends and elders; and (3) the dis-
t orted radio programs, many of which present the police officer as a 
stupid bemuscled Irishman. 
This information, coupled with four years experience on a city 
police department, served as the background for two radio dramatic 
half-hour programs, which sought to re-orient the listener regarding 
the qualities found lacking . These programs, written by the present 
writer, frankly sought to re-structure the listeners' cognitive frame-
work regarding his Lmpression of the policeman. Since the programs 
were aired over a licensed station, they were obliged to observe the 
limitations of acceptable and desirable programming. The reasoning 
will be discussed more fully in the body of this report. 
ffuen the two programs used for this inquiry were presented 
over Boston University radio station lmUR-FM, as part of a s eries of 
weekly half-hour shows written and directed by the ~Titer, they were 
recorded on a tape recorder . The limited listenership of the station 
did not warrant the assumption that a happenstance audience could 
serve as subjects, and a studio audience would be distracted too 
much by the mechanics of the presentation. Further to remove others 
from the possibility of sharing the responsibility in event of 
failure, the writer read the part of the protagonist, who carried 
the "message." 
A questionnaire seeking to ascertain attitudes on fourteen qua-
lities or themes was written and twice pre-tested and refined on a 
group of high-school students, ages 15-17. It was decided that no 
effective yard-stick of change could be determined without the use 
of relative occupations. For this reason, the questionnaire, as 
finally adopted asked that the respondents compare policemen to 
four other occupations . To make the object of the questionnaire 
less obvious, the questionnaire merely asked the subjects to rate 
five individuals, a policeman, a lawyer, a fireman, a. carpenter 
and a radio announcer, according to their reaction to the questions. 
These occupations were arrived at by trial and error as the most 
familiar within the framework of reasonable comparison. 
The questions in all cases were answered quantitatively, from 
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one to five , one being the highest rating. The ratings of' the police-
men were abstracted for analysis. While these questions will be dis-
cussed more completely in context, two more observations should be 
made at this time. First, the qualities which the questions seek to 
determine were selected because they were found to be both weak and 
central in pre-tests . Second, this study is concerned only with 
the ratings of policemen; the other occupations were included only 
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to afford a quantifiable answer. 
Twenty trade school students, aged fifteen to seventeen, were 
used as a control group. They were given the questionnaire and 
asked to fill it out for part of a "job-rating service," the object 
of which was said to be increasing occupational possibilities. The 
writer gave the test and answered only technical questions concerning 
the questionnaire. This was done with the endor~sement of the school's 
principal. 
A group of twelve students from the same school, but who have no 
contact with the control group was exposed to the recorded program 
A, by means of a tape recorder. This group was then given the same 
questionnaire, receiving the same instructions and assistru1ce as the 
control group. The questionnaire was given fifteen minutes after 
the program. When the questionnaires were picked up, the students 
were given one page of lined paper and asked to write the story· they 
had just heard. 
One week later the same group was exposed to program B. They 
were given the same questionnaire and identical instructions. This 
time, however, t hey were not asked to re-tell the story. 
Ten cadets in a Catholic military academy comprised the second 
experimental group. They listened to program B and answered the 
questionnaire. They were also asked to write the story they had 
heard. Their ages ranged from fourteen to eighteen. 
This procedure permitted examination of the results of each 
program individually, the cumulative effect of listening to both 
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programs, the difference between students in trade school and mili-
tary academy, and afforded through the subjective re-telling of the 
story an indication of what each listener had "heard'' in the programs. 
CHAPTER II 
PERSUASIO~ -- A Qualitative Analysis 
This section of the report is concerned with the process of 
persuasion. It will explore the reasoning behind the methodology, 
the construction of the programs, the psychological processes in-
volved and the nature of the presentations. 
I. THE ISSUE 
Few municipal agencies are in as dire need of public relations 
today as are the city police departments. The statement, true in 
substance, that they imri ted the existing lack of respect is of 
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little concern to this inquiry. The fact remaL1s that a considerable 
portion of the population hold negative attitudes and beliefs concer-
ning the police officers, as was indicated in the initial survey of 
this inquir7. These attitudes have the effect of reducing drastically 
the potential effectiveness of the police arm. 
Concerned police officials have estimated that these attitudes 
develop in boys about the time they enter high school. Group in-
volvement is responsible for the changes to a large measure, for it is 
about this time that boys, particularly in large cities, associate 
themselves with social organizations other than the family. It can-
not be ignored, however, that a subst~~tial impetus for the change 
comes from the family itself. Certainly, also, the role of the radio 
is important in this consideration. 
Frames of reference of youths of this age are flexible. They 
are impressionable, very prone to generalize on the basis of a 
single experience or "fact." Thus, while the need for cogai tive 
reorganization is most pronounced at this age, the possibilities are 
also greatest. The issue, then, dictates the audience. 
II. THE MEDIUM. 
Radio was selected as the instrwnent of change for a number of 
reasons . First, radio was available; the present writer was given 
the opportunity of writing and directing a series of programs over 
Boston University station WBUR-FM. More importantly, however, radio 
presents opportunities for dramatic LDvolvement not found in many 
other media. Since emotions play such an important part in the 
development of attitudes, the emotional potential of a dramatic 
prograin is of the utmost importance. A further ·consideration is 
the reliability which youth places upon radio. 
Association and group identification, too, can be more easily 
approached through radio , Creating new group identification is 
possible when the element of empathy so controls the listener that 
h~ adopts the social goals of the group with which he associates 
himself. 
In a sense, a successful radio program creates a world of 
participation, excluding the real world around the listener. By 
this means, social support i s given the percepts .behind individual 
needs and emotions. These percepts, in tura, are influenced by the 
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support give:a to the beliefs and attitudes enunciated. This provides 
for an integrated approach to the problem. 
People of nearly any age would rather be entertained tha._TJ. "edu-
cated." The story-line and dramatic potential of radio permit the 
message to be delivered painlessly. Since it is known that the 
parts of a thing are judged in terms of its general impression, it 
is eminently helpful, if not essential, that the general impression 
be favorable. 
Finally, the dramatic format does not constitute a frontal at-
tack on existing beliefs and attitudes. The presentation would lose 
most hope of success if it were detected as an attempt to oppose a 
presently held poL~t of view. 
III. RECONN FJSANCE 
The stated purpose of this study is to determine if, and to what 
extent measurable changes D1 beliefs and attitudes can be effected 
through a radio program. It does not purport to unearth any simple 
avenue to persuasion, for b1deed there is none. This effort must 
be content to apply the theor etical t o the practical. 
It is extremely difficul t, i f not impossible, to view the crea-
tion of a radio program in terms of pure science. Nor can this study 
concern itself with the programs' success radio-wise. For the more 
important purpose of persuasion, however, there are extant a number 
of studies and principles by which this inquiry may be guided. It 
need hardly be stated that this is not an attempt to superimpose 
a radio program on the fonndation of lmown per suasion principles. 
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Rather, it is an attempt to utilize both to accomplish a sL~gle end, 
t hat of changing beliefs and attitudes. 
Objective. Preliminary studies indicated that the group which 
this stua.y is concerned with held predominantly unfavorable atti-
tudes toward the municipal police department. The objective, there-
fore, is to change the sign of t he attitude, to convert the attitude 
into a friendly one. 
Diagnosis. It would be foolhardy, of course, to suppose t hat 
cultural similarities were alone responsible for similarities in 
attitude. It was not possible within the fra~ework of this inquiry, 
however , to rn1dertake a comprehensive investigation of the f unctional 
factors of each individual. Common denominator s were abstracted 
to provi de a grorn1dwork for the study. These, dis cussed in cont ext, 
included needs, emotional processes, interrela tionshi ps of attitudes, 
&! d t he social support of the beliefs. 
IV. BELIEFS .fu"m ATTITUDES 
This section of the report is a condensation of the theoretical 
framework to which the programs looked for guidance. Since the 
final purpose of thi s re9ort lies ll1 the world of practicality, 
clu1ical sources will be listed only when i t is felt t hat a more 
thorough analysis than is possible here would be helpful. 
Integration. Any effort to control beliefs and attitudes must 
concentrate on both the perceptions involved and the needs and emo-
tions. Perception is to be construed as embodying both structural 
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and functional factors. While changing or removing environmental sup-
ports for beliefs and attitudes is the most obvious target, an undue im-
portance is often ascribed to the structural factors in attitude deter-
mination. They are, as was intimated in the "Importance" section of this 
report, effective only L~ so far as they are perceived, interpreted and 
used by the individual. Lewin and Grabbe1 , in a study on attitude change, 
warn of the dangers of a one-factor approach to attitude change . 
!v'iethods and procedures which see~( to change convictions 
item by item are of little avail in bringing about the de-
sired change of heart . This is found to be one of the most 
important experiences for those engaged in the field of re-
education. .Arguments preceding logically from one point to 
another may drive the individual into a corner. But as a 
rule he will find some way--if necessary a very illogical way- -
to retain his beliefs. 
Structural determinauts . Changing that which is perceived or re-
moving the social support for beliefs and attitudes is in most instances 
the most desir&ble and one of the most effective means of bringing about 
changing an a ttitude. It is, in effect, parallel to erasing or changing 
an object in tl1e individual 1 s physical world. With the obj ect gone, 
there is no reason for retaining the attitude. The study just referred 
to2 makes the observation that 11 the re-educative process has to fulfill 
a tasl( which is essentially equivalent to a change in culture. 11 
1K. Lewin and P. Grabbe, "Conduct, Jmowledge e.nd acceptance of 
new values," The Journal of Social Issues, I, No. 3, p. 6o. 
2Ibid., p. 63 
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The familv a s a cultural determinant. There is a weal th of evi -
dence to support t he contention that the fJr i mary un i t of social con-
trol i s one of the most important deter mi nants of attitudes . A s t udy 
of r ace- pr ej udice by Horovri tz3 indicates that a major part of children 1 s 
prejudi ce is "hc.nO.ed dovm'' from ti1e parents . As1d .n£ a group of souther(l 
children 1rhic~ pl aymates, colored or white, di d t heir mother encourage 
J . 
them to associate with, he found that a preponderance of children in-
dica t ed tha t t heir mothers ~ither urged or insisted that t hey play onl y 
with whi te chil dren. Al so, a report by Murphy, Murphy, and Newcomb4 
points out that 
attitudes of i ndividual parents are part of, and 
shaped by, larger streams of cul tur·al influences. While 
parents are t he i.'lliD.ediate sources of attitudes and patter ns 
of social behavior, t hey are also mediators of values and 
emphasis in the culture as a whole, and much of their func-
tion as mediators may be quite unconscious. • • • Parents are 
thus t he immediate educa tional device of society , although 
socie t y , t hrough t he school , t he chur ch, the playmates and 
other specific relationships maintains supervision of t he 
parents' activity, bath to prevent t he parent from presen-
ting en unorthodox code and to pr event the child f rom readily 
accepting hetrodoxy should a parent propose it. 
There are , however, serious li.~itations on the family as a cultural 
determinant of,_ attitudes . TQ · say t hat t he famil y is impor tant in 
shaping attitudes and ·beliefs is not equi valent to saying that the 
3E. L. Hor owitz, "The development of attitudes toward the Negro," 
Archives of Psychology, 28 , ~ o. 194, pp . 23-25 . 
4G . Murphy, L. B. Murphy, and T. lv'l . Newcomb, ExPerimental 
Social Psychology (New York : Harper., 1937), p . 132. 
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child will take over attitudes and beliefs ready-made from the 
parents. The influence is possible, but whether the child will de-
velop or not develop the same beliefs as his parents hold depends 
upon the importance and meaning of that belief for the child himself. 
The family, fu1ally, is effective in shaping the beliefs and attitudes 
of the children in proportion to the degree to which other cultural 
Dlfluences operate in the same direction. 
Other cultural determinants. It has been suggested that the 
family is not alone responsible for shaping the beliefs and attitudes 
of childre1. The schools, the gangs, the churches, the movies, radio 
progr~~s, television broadcasts all play a part in molding the beliefs 
and attitudes of children. A study by Carlson5 L~ 1934 found that 
the religious background of the university students was an ~portant 
determinant of the students• beliefs about a number of questions. 
His results indicate that Jewish undergraduates held the most liberal 
beliefs about God, war, and birth control; Protestants were inter-
mediate; and Catholics the most conservative. Similarly, Harris, 
Remmers, and Ellison6 found a statistically reliable difference in 
the conservatism of students who reported no religious affilia tion as 
5H.B.Carlson, "Attitudes of undergraduate students," Journal 
of Social Psychology, 5, p. 204-207. 
6A. J. Harris, H. H. Remmers, and C. E. Ellison, "The relation be-
tween liberal and conservative attitudes in college students," 
Journal g! Social Psychologz, 3, pp. 331-334. 
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compared with those who indicated some church preference--those 
with religious affiliation being more conservative. A compre-
7 hensive study by Stagner on the difference in Fascist attitudes of 
students attendL~g expensive colleges vs. those attending middle-
class colleges, indicated tha t the students from wealthier back-
grounds tended to be more pro-fascist than did students from lower 
socio-economic classes. Other studies have explored the effects 
of student-teacher relationships8, the relationship of friend on 
friend9, and a host of similar effects. These explore only the 
cultural determinants. It should not be understood from this that 
the cultural aspect is the sole influence in the development of 
beliefs and attitudes. Functional factors play an equally impor-
t~~t part ll1 perceptions. And the motivational and emotional de-
terminants complete the composite picture. 
Psychological factors ~ attitude development. It was first 
stated in an old Dutch proverb that "In a fog, we can see anything. n 
10 Later Henry Adams said, 11 0ne sees what one brings." Psychologists 
7R. Stagner, "Fascist attitudes: an exploratory study," Journal of 
Social Psychology, 7, pp. 309-313. 
8H. H. Remmers, "Further studies i..~ attitude, Series II," Studies 
~ Higher Education, 34, Purdue University Bulletin. 
9c. N. Winslow, "A st~y of the extent of agreement between friends' 
opinions and their ability to estimate the opinions of each other," 
Journal of Social Psychology, 8, pp. 433-442. 
1°Henry Adams, The Education 2f Henry Adams (Boston: Random House, 1931) 
p. 388. 
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formulate the same principle by observing that perception is function-
ally selective. There are, then, theoretical considerations to esta-
blish the fact that the particular culture in which a man finds 
himself will help shape the specific beliefs and attitudes he de-
velops. The needs, demands, emotional experia~ces, and perceptions 
of man are definitely conditioned by the nature of his "real" world, 
the stimulus patterns to which he is subjected. But no man's real 
worl d is such that he is immersed in a random sample of stimulus 
patterns. Man lives in a world of his own :nak:ing, wherein only 
certain kinds of needs, emotions, goals and perceptions are encour-
aged. 
Just as perceptions are themselves selective, so, too, are the 
beliefs and attitudes that are the resultants of these perceptions. 
That is, they never follow exactly the stimulus or cultural pattern. 
It follows from this that the form taken by man's beliefs and atti-
tudes is governed considerably by the purposes to .be served by them. 
Cultural influences, it can be concluded, are effective only in so 
far as the individual's cognitive structure is willing to admit them. 
Functional determinants of beliefs ~ attitudes. As has been 
pointed out, changes in beliefs and attitudes can be brought about 
by changing the object of the perception. It is equally true that 
changes can be effected by changing the manner in which the same 
thing is perceived. One psychologist11 observed that "It is fit-
ting to speak of every human cognitive reaction--perceiv.ll1g, imagi-
ning, thinking, and reasoning--as an effort after meaning. 11 This 
11F. C. Bartlett, Rememberins (London: The Cambridge Press, 1932) 
P. 74. 
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can be either a conscious or unconscious process. The beliefs and 
attitudes a man holds are the foundation of his world; they can be 
accepted as being equivalent to his psychological world. They are 
also related directly to his general and specific needs. He Will 
cling to these beliefs ~til they no longer fit into "neat, meaning-
ful, useful categories,n12 as another study put it. When they no 
longer "fit", he will seek new beliefs. The point is that he ac-
cepts only such beliefs as are consistent with hi~ ·cognitive struc-
ture, or psychological world. 
It is easily abstracted from this that beliefs and attitudes 
perform a function for the person holding them. Otherwise, they 
would have been abandoned. The need served depends on the person's 
personality, the degree to which the cultural pattern is satisfying 
his personal wants and desires. The goal-objects for which he holds 
these beliefs are very diversified. There are m&.Uy studies available 
to indicate that this type of functional relationship exists among 
beliefs, attitudes and needs. Perhaps the best of these is that 
13 done by Queener on the development of beliefs and attitudes of 
internationalism. It reports individuals who demonstrate the 
functional value of their beliefs and attitudes concerning peace 
and internationalism. He reaches the following conclusions: 
12G. w. Allport, and L. Postman, The Psych.Qlo_gy of Rumor (New York: 
Holt, 1947), p. 192. 
l3E. 1. Queener, "The development of internationalist attitudes 
toward peace," Graduate School, Yale Univ. Ph. D. Dissertation. 
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1. Beliefs about internationalism can be seen as cog-
nitive reorganizations which develop in response to the 
need for group acceptance. 
2. Beliefs about internationalism may be supported 
through all sorts of extrinsic rewards. 
3. Beliefs and attitudes about internationalism may 
be rewarded by permitting the individual to exercise cer-
tain "personality motifs." 
Another stu.dyl4 establishes the fact that the generally accepted 
policy of categorizing anti-semitic or anti-Negro people is uneound. 
In additio~ to a careful attempt to characterize the differentiation, 
clarity, intensity and integration of the religious beliefs and at-
titudes held by her subjects, she also attempted an exhaustive analy-
sis of her subjects• general personality structures by the use of 
over t wenty tests and devices, among them being the Thematic Apper-
caption Test, Study of Values Scale, intensive interviews, written 
autobiographies and other clinical procedures. She found that the 
;nost meaningful analysis of her data could be made in terms of the 
general organization of the religious heliefs rather than in pro 
or con terms. The personality structures of her subjects who had 
highly organized religious beliefs were noticeably different from 
14v. V. French, "The structure of sentiments," Journal of 
Personality, 15, p. 262. 
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the subjects who had less highly organized beliefs, whether they 
were religious, agnostics or atheists. She found that the atheist 
and the very religious individual might have the very sa~e personality 
struct ure. She summarized her findings as follows: 
••• the 11 highs 11 may be o.escribed as persons of firm 
ego structures, persons who consciously recognize and 
accept both strengths and weaknesses as parts of their 
selves. The "less highs 11 , on the other hand, are 
characterized by weak ego structures and strong super-
ego structures; they are pers.ons who accept only what is 
11 good11 as part of their selves and who suppress or re-
press what is 11bad." 
"Facts". A fact is a statement of' a high order of probability. 
Its importance lies not only in the world of' cultural reality that 
perception receives. Facts are e.lso "created" by the individual. 
As has been intimated, the external existence of a thing does not 
alone determine its perception. For instance, if the thing is not 
in congress with what the cognitive organization wants it to be, 
it may be very well distorted, rejected, or reduced so as to con-
stitute no threat to the existing structure. Thus there is often a 
great deal of disparity between the circumstances and the attitudes 
ru1d beliefs of individuals concerning these circumstances. Only a 
brief glance is necessary to realize tha.t the first reason for 
this discrepancy is the relative lack of available facts. A great 
many of the beliefs held by people are in error simply because the 
people are not sufficiently well informed. The facts t.hat they do 
possess are substantially correct, a lack of knowledge of related 
facts can distort the significance of the correct facts. Belief's 
are compounded of many facts, and the meaning of a single fact is 
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never independent of the other facts with which it is associHted. 
As long as the repertor·y of facts possessed by the ignorant or ill-
informed person fails to include certain of the es~ential f acts 
about the situation, his correct facts will be distorted and the cor-
responding belief will be 11vvrong." In this connection, it should 
be noted that the error of over-generalization is responsible for 
many extant incorrect beliefs and attitudes. 
Early psychologists gave great stress to the element of 
11 authority 11 in considering attitude development. It was thought 
that authority carried a weight sufficient to tip the attitude 
scales at will. While this concept has been repudiated, it is none 
the less true that individuals are prone to accept so-called authori-
ties for a large portion of the facts that they embrace. Certainly 
the specialized nature of the world today is in no small measure 
responsible for this. Of particular interest to this report is 
the study made by the Social Science Research Council15 regarding 
people's sources of information about the atomic bomb. Among the 
findings were the following: 
1. The number of sources of information a person 
has is closely related to his education and income. 
2. People with better than average education 
and income tend to consider magazines their most trust-
worthy source. 
l5social Science Research Council, Public reaction 1£ ~ atomi£ 
bomb ~n£ world affairs (Ithica: Cornell University Press, 1947), 
p. 53. 
3. The poorly informed tend to trust the radio 
more than the newspapers; the well-informed trust them 
equally. 
4. Radio is trusted because it gets the news 
quickly, II'.agazines because of their detail. 
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Another cause of disparity between objective facts and attitudes 
and beliefs regarding them can be seen in the truth of antiquity 
that "things ain't what they seem." Often a thing gives the appear-
ance of something entirely different from its res~ nature. Empir-
ica.l observation fails in these cases, and a hazard is thrust on 
science. The direct perception of a thing is frequently accepted 
as its real nature. This consideration, of course, is wed to the 
foregoing observation that existing knowledge is inadequate to cope 
f tUly with the true nature of a thing. For exs~ple, steel is "solid" 
until the perceiver realizes the atomic nature of substance. To 
change the attitudes of things or people, therefore, it is necessary 
not only to consider what the things or people are, but to determine 
what they "seem to be. 11 
Self-reflexiveness and self-preservation. Semanticists have 
pointed out that words have a self-reflexive quality; it is 
equally true of beliefs and attitudes. Beliefs and attitudes, 
moreover, are fiercely resistant to change. This has been verbalized 
by Cartwright16 in his paper, "Some Principle of Mass Persuasion." 
Cartwright sees the problem in terms of three broad and interrelated 
l6Dorwin Cart~Tight, 
Relations (.New York: 
"Some Principles of Mass Persuasion," Human 
Knopf, 1947) p. 247. 
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processes. He defines the need as being to (1) create a particular 
cognitive structure, (2) create a parti.cular motivational structure, 
and (3) create a particular behavioral structure. These, of course, 
are in terms of a desired action. Of primary concern here are his 
observations on creating a cognitive structure. He says it is first 
necessary to reach the sense organs of the persons who are to be in-
fluenced. To this observation he adds that the total stimulus situa-
t i ons are rejected or selected on the basis of an impression of their 
general characteristics and that people tend to categorize stimulus 
situations in such a way as to protect them from unwanted changes in 
their cognitive structures. 
Cart~~ight's second general principle is that the message to be 
effective must be accepted as part of the individual's cognitive 
structure and that a message will tend to be accepted or rejected on 
the basis of more general categories to which it appears to belong. 
The categories used in characterizing the message will protect the 
listener from unwanted changes in his cognitive structure. And a 
message inconsistent with a person's prevailing cognitive structure 
will either (1) be distorted so as to fit, (2) be rejected, or 
(3} produce changes in the cognitive structure. 
The self-selective qualities of perception apply equally to 
forgetting. A person forced to perceive facts dissonant with his 
cognitive structure has the convenient ability to forget them soon 
thereafter. Among the large list of clinical experiments establish-
ing this principle are those by Levine and Murphyl7 in which students 
17J. M. Levine and G. Murphy, "The learning and forgetting of con-
traversial material," Journal 2! Abnormal Psycholog~, 38,pp.507-517. 
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who had both favorable and unfavorable beliefs and attitudes about 
communism were presen~ed with passages of reading matter some of 
which were favorable and some of which were tmfavorable to the 
Soviet Union. The students were later tested for retention of the 
content of these passages. The experimenters found that those stu-
dents who were favorable to communism remembered the pro-Soviet 
Union material much better than those who held beliefs and atti-
tudes unfavorable to co~nunism. The converse was also true. In 
memory, then, as in initial perception, beliefs and attitudes have 
self-protective devices. 
It is true, too, that people tend to keep in environments 
that constitute as slight a threat to their cognitive structures as 
is possible. This birds-of-a-feather concept serves to safeguard 
beliefs and attitudes. Science speaks of the equalizing effect of 
adjacent properties, as the tendency for temperatures to seek a 
norm, or water to find its own level. So it is that people are 
unwilling to endanger their beliefs and attitudes by exposing them 
to hostile elements or facts. Some change has been recorded in 
cases of enforced contact betvreen the person and the object of the 
attitude. Notable among the experiments in this connection is 
that done by Smith18 on the effect of personal contact on attitudes 
18F~ . Treadwell Smith, An e;a>eriment in modifying attitudes toward 
the .Negr o (New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1943) 
p. 49. 
toward Negros. The experimental subjects were 46 graduate students 
at Columbia University who volunteered to spend two week-ends on 
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a conducted tour of Harlem. The control subjects were matched with 
the experimental subjects in attitude scores toward the Negro, age, 
sex and geographical origlin. The tour through Harlem included 
participation in several teas and dinners with Negro hosts. After 
the tour e. number of attitude tests were given to both control and 
experiruent~l groups. The first retest, immediately after the tour, 
showed a large increase in favorableness toward the Negro among the 
members of the experimental group; none among the control group. 
Eleven months after the conclusion of the experiment, 40 members of 
the original experimental group were tested again. Of these, 25 had 
kept all their· gains and only a few had shown any significant drop. 
A somewhat different result was noted by Cooper and Jahoda19 
which undertook to ru1swer the question of what happens to a prejudiced 
person when he is involuntarily confronted with entiprejudice propa-
gru1da. The subjects were shown cartoons lampooning a character 
named "Mr. Biggott 11 who holds the same beliefs mid attitudes that 
the subject has. The subject is then interviewed, and his reactions 
to the cartoons are examined. The psychologists write 
19E. Cooper end M. Jahoda, 11The evasion of propaganda: how pre-
judiced people respond to m1ti-prejud.ice propaganda," Journal 
of Psychology, 23, pp. 15-25. 
What the producers of the cartoon intended was roughly 
this: The prejudiced reader would perceive that Mr. Biggott's 
ideas • • • were similar to his own; that Mr. Biggott was 
an absurd character ••• He would then, as the final stage of 
the process, presumably reject his own prejudice, in order 
to avoid identification with Mr. Biggott. 
The study showed a very different result. Prejudiced 
respondents • • • went to such lengths to extricate them-
selves from identification with Mr. Biggott that in the end 
they misunderstood the point of the cartoon. 
So con tact alone can not be counted on to produce a change in beliefs 
and e.ttitudes. 
A radio program cannot depend entirely on the words in the script. 
The timing, the music, the pacing, the contrast, the acting ability, 
the voice, the technical qualities, the circumstances surrounding 
the reception all are telling elements in determining the ultimate 
effectiveness of a radio show. A glimpse at the psychological signi-
ficance of voice alone convinces of the complexity of the total problem. 
20 Speech pattern. An experiment conducted by Allport and Cantril 
had the subjects match the personality to the voice. Their findings 
included the following observations. 
1. Voice alone conveys some correct information regarding 
the outer characteristics and inner characteristics of per-
sonality. 
2. Judgements of personality based on voice alone, 
even when the judgements are erroneous, do not represent 
mere guesses. 
3. Th~ more significant personality traits are judged 
more consistently and more correctly than the specific 
"outer" characteristics. 
20a. w. Allport, and H. Cantri l, "Judging personality from voice, 11 
Journal of Social Psycholo~ 5, pp. 37-55. 
4. If a voice of a speaker aroused a stereotype in 
the perception of the listener, it is likely that several 
fea tures of personality will be subsumed under that stereo-
ty-pe. 
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Speakers are judged by cultural speech patterns, intonations, 
speech melody, and virtually every perceivable act in the process of 
communication. An experiment by Zuker~1 for example, looked into 
the psychological aspects of speech melody. Others have explored 
everything from 11feeling-tones 1122 to gestural behavior23, but 
t here is one reasonably safe generalization. The efficiency of 
speech in influencing beliefs and attitudes depends to a marked de-
gree upon the degree to which the voice corresponds to what the 
listener has or wants to have for his own voice. 
The other consider~tions in production are equally important, 
but since there were many variables over which the writer had no 
control, a theoretical exploration of them would be fruitless. 
For the most part, however, t he present writer must accept the res-
ponsibility of having produced the product as aired. 
21L. Zuker, "Psychological aspects of speech melody," Journal 
of Socis-1 Science, 23, pp. 73-128. 
22G. W. Hartman, "The contradiction between feeling-tone of poli-
tical party na111es and public response to their platforms, 11 
Journal of Abnormal Psychology, 7, pp. 336-355. 
23F. Boas, D. Efron, and P. J. Foley, "A comparative investigation 
of gestural behavior patterns in 'racial' groups living under dif-
ferent as well as similar environmente.l conditions, n Psychological 
Bull etin, 33, p. 76 B 
IV. THE PROGRM~S 
An experiment by Rosenthal24 points out that only the beliefs 
which are specifically dec:.l t with showed a favorable change in be-
liefs and attitudes. It behooves this study, therefore, to be cer-
tain that each of the fourteen qualitie.3 or themes is enunciated 
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in the programs. That, of course, does not mean that the word itself 
should be used; that would, as has been seen, serve to invite a 
barricade to change. The presentation should, however, have evidence 
to provide temporary social support to the attitude-target. This 
involves serious difficulties in the development of a radio program. 
The major tasks include providing new group associations, new goals, 
new orientations on existing goals, more facts for attitude deterndna-
tion, alternative objects of psychological instabilities, new percep-
t i ons and cognitions and contact with the object of beliefs &nd atti-
tudes. The very needs and demands at the bottom of the attitudes should 
be encouraged when desirable and discouraged when they are not. 
The specific themes upon which the effectiveness of this study 
hinges should, therefore, be inter-laced throughout the programs. 
The total effect is a larger considers.tion, since the parts of the 
program stand or fall with the general impression, as has been 
seen. Writers speak of a 11 feel 11 for stories or scripts. It is a 
thint that cannot be quantified, and it is probable that little good 
would be accomplished if it could. Preparation of the programs, 
thus, should take recognizance of the theoretical framework, but 
should not attempt the impossible by rephre.sing the postulates in 
story language. A conscious attempt should be made to employ the 
24s. P. Rosenthal, "Change of socio-economic attitudes under radical 
motion picture propaganda," The Arc~~ves of Psvcholo~. Nn. lhh . 
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findings of psychologists, but. that application should not. be an adapta-
tion. 
The success or failure of the employment will be indicated in 
the results of the questionnaire. Specific instances should support 
t he contention that the attitude-object, here the policemen, do pos-
sess the qualities in question, however. Individual perception of 
these instances varied to such an extent that the initial plan of 
listing them was abandoned. Suffice it to say that lengthy considera-
tion went into the inclusion of each of them. The listener deter-
mines for himself what the significance is. 
The programs, then, are verbal pictures. It is important 
that the listener hear what the writer wants him to hear, sees what 
the artist wants him to see. The realization of that desire is to be 
seen in the questionnaire results. The product either is sold or 
is not sold. There the issue must rest. 
PROGRAM A 
INTRO DARK ROOM 
ANN : Dark Room. 
:·~USIC : THEM.E UP liN D UNDER. 
P.J.\JN: Dark Room . A pl ace for looking over our shoulder---back a t 
the dying day. A place for developing pictures. For recap-
turing a moment otherwise lost forever---erased by the re-
l ent less sweep of the second hand. Of all man's possessions, 
time alone is irreplaceable. But a picture catches time in 
flight. Freezes it. One such picture is in the solution 
now. In the subdued red light of the dark room you can see 
it taking shape. On a spindle is a small piece of paper 
with the title of the picture. The title-- - - -Prowl Car. 
MUSIC: THEiiili UP ltl'iJD OUT 
HERB: In our deep concern with war, and the threat of war, we are 
often unaware of a powerful and menacing army in our country. 
This army works by night. It thrives on silence and darknes~ 
It is the army of robbers, thieves, and murderers . It is the 
army of crime. But j ust as they work by night, so, too, anot her 
army, an army of citizens in uniform, works by night--to pro-
tect our l ives and property. We call this army the police. 
The police officers of our cities and towns meet the thrusts 
of crime wherever crime is found. The uni form they wear is 
a s;ylllbol-- - a symbol of protection. It also makes them an 
easy target . 
ABN : And then there are the radio pr ogram police. Have you hear d 'em? 
(MORE) 
PROWL C.AR 
(PRODUCTION NOTE: THE FIRST SEQUENCE IS TAPED, SIJ.I,flJLll.TING RADIO EFFECT) 
.ANNCR: A.nd now, back to Jeffry York, Private Eye. 
MUSIC: (QUICK CHORD ii.ND OUT) 
JEF'F: For a. while, the case had me stumped. I returned to my 
office, sat down, and mentally sifted the evidence. Some-
where, Chuck Tethrow had made a mistake. There's no such 
thing as a perfect crime. But I knew that I was at grips 
with a master criminal. In my travels around. the world, I'd 
come across some pretty smart criminals, but Chuck Tethrow 
was the smartest of all. He had the cops stumped. I could 
see that York was going to have to pull this one out of the bag---
and fast. I knew Tethrow was guilty, but I didn't have the 
proof. Somehow, I had to get him to-----Of course! Why didn't 
I think of it before? The bullet-hole. It was in the right 
temple. ll.nd I knew that the murdered man was left-handed, as 
well as I knew that my name was Jeffry York, private eye. 
MUSIC: (TAPED, YET. SURGE IN. BUILl) AND OUT) 
JEFF : I knocked on the door of Tethrow' s twentJr-third floor office. 
SOUND: (KNOCK ON DOOR) 
JEFF: But there was no answer, so I opened the door, and went in. 
SOUND: (DOOR OPEN) 
CHUCK: Yorkl What are you doing here? 
SOUND: (DOOR CLOSEl 
JEFF: Don't get alarmed, Chuck. Just a social call. 






You've got a lot of time. All your life, if the jury is in 
a good mood. 
Jury? Vfuat are you talking about? 
I'm talking about one little mistake you made, Tethrow. 
Just one little slip. But it's going to cost you your life. 
Sam Judson didn't committ suicide. You killed him. And I 
can prove it. You didn't know Judson was left-handed; did 
you, Chuck? Yet he was shot in the right temple, Bnd the gun 
vvas in his right hand. Just a little slip. Don't reach for 
that gun. This isn't a cap-pistol in my hand. 
CHUCK: Okay, Jeff. You got me. I should have known better than to 
try out-guessing Jeffry York, private eye. 
MUSIC: PUNCH. HOLD BRIEFLY ill~D OUT. 
f.l~i~CR: Listen again next week for another hair-raising adventure 
with Jeffry York, Private Eye. Jeffry York is brought to you 
by • • • 
SOUND: (RECORDER OFF. TEF.MI NATI.NG TAPED SEQUEl.\l CE) 
JACK: I don't know about you, but I get a kick out of listening to 
these radio crime-busters. Take this program. we were just 
listening to. Quite a guy, Jeffry York. P~ways gets his man. 
Sometimes I wish things happened--really happened- -that way. 
Trouble is, they don't. Matter of fact, sometimes it takes 
months--even years--before some criminals are brought to 
justice. Be nice if crimes were solved by hunches or lucky 
guesses. They are---about one time out of a thousand. But 







(CONTINUING) where I work. You see, I'm one of those dumb 
cops Jeff talks about. I work out of headquarters, second 
night. My working day begins at 10:45 at night, and ends 
about the time you're getting up. Sometimes. .And sometimes 
it doesn't stop. Because there's work to be done. It's 
time to head for work right now. ~ny not come along? It 
mi ght prove interesting. But remember---!lm no Jeffry York. 
IN FOR TRM~ SITION M~D SEGUE WLTH 
AUTO RUNNING, INSIDE. ESTABLISH &~D HOLD UNDER 
Glance over those papers there on the clip-board, if you 
like. They're up-to-the-minute listings of everything hot. 
Stolen cars, fugitives from justice, lost children, escaped 
convicts, hit-and-run cars, descriptions of recent crimes---
just about everything. Two-way radio keeps us up-to-date. 
That second deal there is our in-town list. It has informa-
tion on all known criminals in town. We keep tabs on where 
everyone is, what they're doing, where they go, whom they're 
seen with---It helps us, when we have to move fast. We're 
car three-three-one. We're driving out to check the gasoline 
sto.tions around Seventh and Monroe. Most criminals set some 
sort of a pattern, and it's a pretty good bet that those 
stations are in for a burglary one of these night s. Watch 
t he night lights over the saves as we drive • • • 
FILTER: Calling car three-three-one. 
(MORE) 
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J ACK : That's us. (UP} Three-three~one. 
FILTER: Three-three-one. Twelve-forty-two at. Seventeen and Jackson. 
JACK: Seventeen and Jackson. (DOw~} Twelve-forty-two is armed 
robbery. 
SOUND: C.AR UP SOMEWHAT 
JACK: We're not far away. Should make the party. 
FILTER: Three-three-one. 
JACK: Go ahead. 
FILTER: There were two of them. Took fourteen hundred dollars in 
twenties, fifties, and hundreds. Headed west on Seventeen. 
Blue Ford or Mercury sedan, forty or forty-one. License un-
known. Number one described as six-one, one hundred eighty 
pounds, light complexion, blond straight hair, wearing grey 
gabardine coat, no hat, grey trousers, brown shoes. Coat 
was buttoned around the neck. Number two-five-ten, one-
hundred-sixty-five, dark complexion, black curley hair, no 
hat, dark blue trousers, black shoes, grey topcoat. Both 
about thirty years. Both armed with pistols, make unknown . 
Time was eleven-fifteen. WGPP, eleven-twenty-three. 
J ACK: Eight minutes ago. They could be half- way across the city 
by now. But there's a good chance they won't try to get far. 
Wouldn't be wise. More likely they've changed cars. Or 
hidden the stick-up car in . some basement garage . We'll turn 
off Seventeenth here. Doubt if they'd try crossing Main 
Street. Too many lights. If they dumped the car, it should 
be around here. Not much traffic, this time of night. What's 
(MORE) 
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JACK : (CONTINUING) that car up ahead? That blue one parked on 
the wrong side of the street. It's a forty-one Ford. What 
say we have a look? License G57-528. Stolen this morning . 
SOUND: Cll.R STOP 
JACK: I'll write the license number on this pad. You never know. 
They may be waiting t o blow our heads of f. And maybe it 
isn't the car. 
SOUl~D: W-aiTING 
JACK: Wait here a second. I'll come up on the right side of the car. 
SOUND: DOOR OPEN 
JACK: (OFF) It's empty. Doesn't seem to be anyone around. (FADING ~~) 
I'll have Morgan, from the lab, dust for prints. Hand me the 
mike, will you.? Thanks. Three-three-one. 
FILTER: Go ahead, three-three-one. 
J ACK: We've got a blue forty-one Ford, G57-528 at Fourteen and 
Maple . iiliotor' s still warm. Is Morgan busy? 
FILTER: Stand by, three-three-one. He's on his way. 
J ACK : Check. 
FILTER: WGPP, eleven-twenty-nine. 
JACK: Something I don't get about this. There's no building around 
here. Why did they dump the car here, if this is the car? 
They wouldn't have a standy-by car here; it's too conspicuous. 
And t he trolley goes by every twenty minutes. That might 





Can you give us the times the last trolleys stopped at Twelve 
and Maple? 
FILTER: Stand by, three-three-one. We'll check. WGPP, eleven-thirty-
JACK: 
one. 
Well, even if it isn't the get-away car, someone's going to 
be glad to get the family car back. We generally pick up 
three or four of them a night. But we'd rather get 'em with 
the thief still in 'em. Pretty good bet this is it, though. 
Keys are still there. And the engine's warm. 
FILTER: Three-three-one. 
JACK: Yeah. 
FILTER: The outbound car stopped there eleven-thirteen. The inbound 
car at eleven-nineteen. 
JACK: Thanks, Mark. 
FILTER: Jack, that inbound should be at Thirty-first and Madison at 
eleven-thirty-eight, in case you're interested. 
JACK: I'll let you know in about five minutes. 
FILTER: WGPP clear at eleven-thirty-three. 





ENGD~E START .AND DRIVE, INSIDE, ESTABLISH RUNNING AND SEGUE W"ITH 
FAST, NERVOUS, FLIGHTY. THE TRIP Alm BACK TO 
ENGINE, INSIDE CAR. ESTABLISH AND UNDER. 
. That's the bus up ahead. See anyone who looks good? They've 
probably split up, if they are on it. I 1 11 stop it at the 




(CONTINUING) bus. The driver saw us. He's pulling over. We 
have to move fast. 
SOUND: C/l..R STOP 




Let's go. (OFF) Someone's making a break for i t . (UP) Hold 
it up, you two. Stop or I open up. 
ONE SHOT 
Now, you. Hold it up. Or you'll get what your pal did. That's 
better. Don't move for your gun. (Dam~) Will you tell radio 
we 1 ve got some new roomers for 'em, please? 
MUSIC : STAB. BEGIN NERVOUS, SMOOTH OUT, AND SEGUE WITH 
SOUND: C/l..R RUNNING, I~SIDE 
JACK: That's one dovm for the night. Wonder what's next. The 
fella in the hospital will be okay. Only a flesh wound . 
Got hllt~ in the left leg. He'll be out in time for their 
preliminary hearing. Course, Jeffry York could've solved 
that one without l eaving his office. But it's a little 
different when you're in a prowl car, instead of a radio 
studio. Out in our districts, we're pretty much on our own. 
And yet, we're part of a team. We're part of a team of 
bluecoats. And we're in every city and t own in the country. 
My shift works at night--so our wives and children can 
sleep. And our neighbors' property is safe. Most of us wouldn't 
t rade our job for any------ Did you see that car go thru 














(CONTINUING) place to happen. 
BRING CAR UP UNDER. 
Let's see if we can keep someone from killing himself. 
PAGE 8 
He 
went do~n here. That ' s him, up ahead. I don't l ike this 
sort of thing . We have to go thru these intersections, s t ick-
ing our neck out , too. He's spotted us. I 111 pull him over, 
next block • . Looks like a young fellow. 
SOUND OF CAR DOWN SLIGH'I'LY 
Don't like to use the siren this time of night, if I can help 
it. I 1 11 •• nose •• him •• in. Good. He's stopping. 
I'll let him get ahead---keep my lights on him. 
ENGINE OUT 
DOOR OPEN 
Hope this one doesn't carry a gun. Shall we have a look? 
STEPS ON STP~ET, RAPID, FIVE SECONDS 
(UP) Hello, there. 
Is • • is something wrong, officer? 
I hope not. Let's get back in the light, where we can see each 
other. 
SOUND: DOOR OPEN 
SOUND: STEPS ON STREET. THREE SECONDS. 




Whose car is this? 
I t ••• it's my dad's. He loaned it to me. He said it was 
(MORE) 
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BOB: (CONTINUING) all right. 
JACK: What's your dad's name? (PAUSE) It isn't your father's car, 
is it, son'? You took it from the corner of Third and Davis, 
about three hours ago. That right? 
BOB: Yessir. That's right. But I wasn't going to keep it. I 
JACK: 
didn't mean any harm. 
Vfuat's your name, son? 














Got any identification? 
Right here. Student body card. Fraternity membership. 
Age? 
Fif~een. Goin' on sixteen. 
Ever been mixed up in any trouble before? 
No. Never. 
Wny'd you tru{e the car, Bob? 
I .• I guess I don't know, really. The fellows said I was 
afraid to, so I saw the keys were in, and • • • and I just 
took it. I didn't steal it, really, though. I was going to 
take i t back. I was on my way back when you stopped me. I 
didn 1 t mean any harm. 
Ever stop to thL~k what'd happen if you got in an accident? 
(PAUSE) I guess not. But I wouldn't get in an accident. 
I'm a good driver. My dad is teaching me. 
Your dad a pretty good guy? 
Swell guy. Best friend I 1 ve got. 
What do you think he's going to say when he learns what you've done? 
(MORE) 
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BOB: ~~e you going to arrest me? 
JACK: Think I should? How would you feel if someone stole your 
dad's car? 
BOB: But I wasn 1 t going to lceep it. I just borrowed it for a 
while. 
J ACK : Bob, when I was fifteen---and it wasn't too long ago---I 
· swiped an apple from a fruit stand. And I got caught. For 
two months I heard about how little crimes can grow into big 
crimes. I don't like lectures. And I doubt that you do. I 
can 1 t tell you anything you don 1 t know already. But do me one 
favor, will you? Before you try this sort of thing again, 
figure out all the people who could be hurt. P.nd then decide 
if it's worth it. 
BOB: Guess it wasn 't too bright; was it? 
JACK: I'll make a deal with you, Bob. 
BOB: What? 
J ACK: Here's the name and address of the fellow who owns that car. 
You lock the car, take the keys up to this man and tell him 
what you've done. You do that, and we'll call the business 
' 
closed. Okay? 
BOB: Thanks, very much. 
JACK: You've got a good head, Bob. Use it. Good luck. 
MUSIC: SW:EEP I i.'l. SUSTAIN AND SEGUE WITH 
SOUND: CAR. INSIDE. £ST,ABLISH AND UNDER 




(CONTINUING) and it backfires. But, if it's a gamble, it's 
a pretty good bet. And most of us are willing to stretch 
a poL1t a little for a young fella like that. Guess we're 
kiuda selfish; we like the feeling we get later on, when 
they grow up to be good honest citizens. I don't know what 
Jeffry York would do in a case like that, but we figure the 
best bet we can make is on the youth of this country of 
ours. It's sort of an investment--in tomorro~. (PAUSE) 
Well , I guess we'd better get over and check those filling 
stations. They're only about eight blocks • 
FILTER: Calling car three-three-one. 
J ACK: Tr~ee-three-one. 
FILTER: Your location? 
JACK : Four and Monroe. 
FILTER: Good. Go to Five and ivladison. It's a twelve-fifteen. A 




On our way. 
ENGINE UP UNDER 
(DOW~ ) That's a murder. Fo1~ blocks away. A cop sees a 
lot. The best and the worst. And he gets hard. But there's 
one thing that gets us all. The tough guys can get as tough 
as they want, and we'll get a little tougher. But when they 
start using their muscles on a little kid, we get mad . A 
little girl's been murdered . I'll meke you a promise; if the 
guy who did it is still alive, he's going to be in jail before 
we quit today. Or tomorrow. But we stay on it till we get him. 
(MORE) 
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J ACK: ( CONTii~UING) The.t 1 s the house. 
SOUND: C.AR SLOW .Al~D STOP 









Someone waiting on the porch. Let's go. 
FOOTSTEPS. TWO MEt'iJ. HURRIED, UP STEPS 
(OFF) (VERY EXCITED) Up here, Officer. Hurry, please. 
(BREATHY) You're the girl's father? 
Yes . 
How long ago did it happen? 
Inside the last half-hour. I went do~m the street for a 
pack of cigarettes. .And when I crune back, I found • in 
there. 
You wait here a moment, please. 







We 1ll get him, sir. I promise you we'll get him. Have you 
called the coroner? 
The sergeant on the phone said he'd take care of that. 
Good. Now do you have any idea at all as to who could have done 
it? 
No. I •• I've been trying to t hink. I don't know ••• 
Seen anyone loitering around here l ately? Jl..nyone strange 
ar01md, the past few days? 
No one. My wife's gone to help her mother, up state. I've 
been taking care of Sa.lly for the last few days. A woman 















(CONTINUING) I get home. Officer, who could have done a 
thing like that? Who? 
I don't know . Yet. No one knew you were leaving? 
Not that I know of. I was only gone a half-hour. I should 
never have gone . I thought it would be all right. But 
when I came back, she was • • She was •• like you saw her. 
She was only five, officer. Only five years last month. 
I know how you feel, sir. .My boy is four. Sit down, please. 
Now, I noticed her bedroom window was open. You leave it 
that way'? 
Yes. We always open her window at night. 
You locked the door? 
Yes. 
Could I use your phone , sir? 
Certainly. It's in the front bedroom. In there. 
Thank you. (FADING OFF) I'll be right back. 
Vfuy would anyone want to bother a five-year old girl? Not 
in school yet. And now she's dead. (CALMING) It's my 
fault. I should never have gone to the store. Little Sally. 
Her Teddy Bear was on the floor. (PAUSE) That policeman--
he said his boy is f our. He la:}ows. .And he 1 ll get whoever 
did it. But t hat doesn't bring our Sally back. She can't 
ever come back. Not now. 
(FADING ON) A man from our crime lab is on his way out here, 
Mr. Newcomb. Are you sure t here's nothing else you can tell 
(MORE) 
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J ACK: (CONTINUING) us that might help? Anyone call, this evening? 
HANK: No one's been here since I got home. I haven't the faintest 
notion. 
JACK: Wait here, please. We'll take a look around back. 
SOUND: FOOTSTEPS. DOOR. STEPS DOVili STAI RS 
.JACK: Whoever it was came in that window. We don ' t want to get 
too close. Couple of good prints there in the soft earth 
by the window. Fairly heavy fellow. And pretty good size 
feet. Must've been up in this tree, to see in the window. 
It's too high to see from the ground . Eve:il for a tall man. 
Think I'll climb up, and see if I can find anything. Hold 
this flash, will you? 
SOUND: SNAPPING OF T\VIGS, AS CLI~ffiiNG A TREE 
JACK: (OFF) I don't get it; all I can see from here is the closet 
door. 
SOUND: T\VIGS AGAIN . COMI NG DOVJlij. 
JACK: (FADING ON) Well, this is a new one. People who do things 
like that usually know who's inside. But he couldn't pos-
sibly have seen the little girl's bed . Could have been a 
robbery, and she surprised him. But I doubt that. Robbers 
are a different breed of people. Let's have a. talk with the 
neighbors. They might have seen something. Dan Morgan 111 be 
out from the crime lab lll a few minutes. Don't like to get 
these people out of bed, but murder is a serious matter. 
SOUND: STEPS UP STAIRS. KNOCK . (PAUSE) KNOCK AGAIN. (PAUSE) DOOR OPEN. 
ST&\l: Yes? 





(CONTINUING) ask you a few questions? 
Certainly. Step inside, won't you? Could I make you some 
coffee? 















No, thank you. We won't trouble you long. 
Won't you have a chair, gentlemen? 
Thank you. Have you seen anyone loitering around this neigh-
borhood b1 the last few days, Mr ••• ? 
Parker. Stanley Parlter. Now, let me think. No, I can't 
seem to recall anyone. Has something happened around here, 
officer? 
Sally Newcomb, the little girl next door, was murdered. 
Murdered? Sally, murdered? No! ~~y, she was one of my 
dearest little friends. I •• I just can't believe it. 
Mr. Parker, your house is on the side facing the little 
girl's window. We thought you might have seen someone 
hanging around. 
nhy, no. I'm afraid I've been asleep. 
Is your wife in, sir? 
My wife passed away eight years ago. 
I'm sorry. I diru1 1 t know. 
Of course. 
Mr. Parker, did the lady who had been taking care of Sally 
outside much during the day? 





















(CONTL~UL~G) you know. 
Yes, I know. But she did have the little girl out some? 
I believe she did. 
Have you seen anyone talking to the girl? Anyone not 
familiar to you? 
Corne to think of it, the grocery boy has stopped to talk to 
the girl several times. 
About how old is the grocery boy? 
I'd say around sixteen. 
Heavy, is he? 
No, I shouldn't say he weighs over a hundred and fifty. 
Afraid he doesn't do us much good. You haven't noticed anyone 
else? 
Nooo. There was a man around today, selling dust mops . 
wnat did he look like? 
Rather big man. About six-one, I should say. Arow1d two-
hundred pounds. 
Vvna t time was he around? 
Must have been somewhere in the neighborhood of three-thirty, 
four o'clock. 
You're sure he went next door? 
I'm positive. I remember little Sally running out on the 
porch when he was ther e. 











~o, I was in my study. It's the room adjoining. Over there. 
Can you give us a description of this man , Mr. Parker? 
Why, yes. He was about six-feet-one. Two hundred pounds or so. 
About your size, sir? 
I believe he was, now that you mention it. 
Do you recall what he was wearing? 
Had on a light grey cap, as I recall. Brown topcoat. Believe 
his trousers were brown, too. Afraid t hat's the best I can do. 
Thank you very much, Mr. Parker. We're sorry to have bothered 
you. 
ST&~: Not at all. Glad to help. 
JACK: We may have to call on you again before the night is over. 
STAN : Anything at all. 
SOUI:J D: DOOR OPEN 
JACK: 
ST.fu~ : 
Thank you very much for your assistance. Good night . 
(OFF) Good night, gentlemen. 




Yfonder if Dan is here from the lab yet. 
STEPS DOWN STAIRS 
Well, I think we 're getting close. There's Dan's car. Let ' s 
see what he has to say. He should have found a f ew prints 
on the window sill. I doubt that whoever did it was too 
careful. They usually don't bother with details. Sometimes 
that makes them harder to catch. There is no system to their 
crimes. No system and no reason. Except a t wisted mind. The 
(MORE) 
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JACK: (CONTINUll~G) quicker we can get 'em away from kids , the 
better. They're a~ ugly scar in the community. 
SOUND: STEPS UP STAIRS. 
JACK: This is going to be a sleepless night for Mr . l~ewcomb. Poor 
guy. 
SOUND: KN OCK ON DOOR. 
JACK: Dan Morgan is one of the best men in the business. He's been 
SOUND: DOOR OPEN 
HANK : Tell me, have you learned anything? Do you know who killed 
my daughter? (PAUSE) I .. I 1 m sorry, gentlemen. I'm 
afraid I 1m rather upset. 






It's okay, iVIr • .Newcomb. I think we 're getting there. Is 
Officer Morgan in Sally's bedroom? 
Yes. He 's a very thorough person, your Officer Morgan. 
He doesn't miss much . If you'll excuse us, sir, we 'll see 
what he' s foQ~d. 
(OFF) Certainly. And, please •• if there's anything I can 
do •• I feel so helpless. 
We'll let you know. 
SOUim: DOOR OPEN 
DAN: Hello, Jack . Busy night. 
SOUND: DOOR CLOSE 
JACK: ~ny prints? 
D~~ : Four sets, so far . Counting the girl's. This is a rough one, 
(MORE ) 
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(CONTINUING) Jack . The poor kid didn't have a chance. The 
coroner was here. He's going to remove the body as soon as 
I get a few more pictures. 
You lift the foot prints outside? 
Yeah. He was maybe a little over six feet. About two 
hm1dred. Found a piece of thread on a nail by the drain-
pipe. Blue. Figure the pri..'1ts on the window sill are the 
ones we want. Gooc. prints. Cle6.r . Shoulon 1 t have too much 
trouble. If you find him. 
How do they con:pare to the prints on t his ash tray? 
D&~: Let's see. (PAUSE) 
SOUim: . GLASS ON WOOD 











bet on it. 
That's t he one on the sill? 
Got a little smudged in your pocket, but it's good enough 
for me. 
If that's it, we don't have far to go. 
Next door? 
That's right . Guy lives alone. Big felle. 
(PAUSE) ~by doesn't he pick on someone his own size? 
(PAUSE) You got me. (PAUSE) We can still be wrong . He 
could have made those prints some other time. 
Was he wearing blue? 
In his robe. 








I'll bring him over. We can watch him when he sees the girl . 
I 've already decided. I don ' t like him. 
We're not positive . 
He 's the only one who could 've seen in the window. 
That's what I figur ed. .And he was pretty anxious to line 
up other suspects . Threv; quite a few curves. 
D.liJJ: I don 1 t want him f or a neighbor. I've got four ki ds . 
JACK: I'll go get him. 











Has he found anything? The coroner just called. He said 
he woul d be here in tVIenty minutes . 
Thank you . Mr . Newcomb , do you knovi your neighbor, Mr. 
Parker, very well? 
Stanley? Vihy, yes. He has lived there f or thrf?e years, 
and we ' ve always gotten along fine. He was very fond of 
Sally . V~1y? Surely you don't suspect ••• 
Until we know for certain, Mr . Newcomb , we suspect ever ybody. 
Yes , of course. But I'm quite certain that Stanley could 
never do a terrible thing like that . He treated Sally as 
his own daughter. 
He never had any children of his own, did he, Mr. Newcomb? 
I •• don't believe he did. He's never menti oned any to me. 
Would it be all right if we asked him over , sir? 





Shall I say for any particular reason? 
No . Just say he can be of some help. 
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H.P-.NK : (FlilliNG o:FF) I 'll call right away. I feel better, if I 'm 
doing something. 
SOUND : DOOR OPEN 
DAN : Quick trip. 
Ji~CK : Mr. Newcomb is calling. 
SOUND: DOOR CLOSE 
DAN: Think it's safe? He may blow. 
J ACK: I don't think he suspects anything. Anyway, he's going to 
stick to his story. 
DAN : Guess you're right. 
J ACK: 
D.Al'l: 
The coroner'll be here in about t wenty minutes. 
I 'll be cleaned up by then. Got all my pictures. (PAUSE) 
Jack, what do you -think gets into a guy to make him pull a 
stunt like this? 
JACK: I don 1 t know. Maybe theyi re born the. t way. 
DP~ : They should be in hospitals. They're sick . 
JACK: That doesn't help Sally. She's dead. 
D~~: (PAUSE) Yeah. 
JACK: You got a girl about her age, haven't you? 
D.JI.N: She's home, sleeping. If anyone did this to her , I'd • • • 
JACK: I know one guy who won't get another chance. But one chance 
is too many. (PAUSE) Can I give you a hand? 
DP~: Might help me put some of tl1is stuff back in my bag. 
(MORE) 
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SOUND: RUSTLING OF PAPER, MOVING OF METAL iu"IJD GLASS 




I was just thinking. 
~.'hat? 
The last case I had like this. The guy offered me ten-









He's going to the gas chamber. As soon as he's out of 
t he hospital. 
DOOR OPEN 
(OFF) Mr. Parker is here now, if you want to speak to him. 
Thank you. We'll be right with you. 
Well, I 1ve got work to do. It's all yours. Good luck, Jack. 
Thanks, ·Dan. 
I'll be. leaving now. Good night, gentlemen. And thank you 
for your cooperation, Mr. Newcomb. I can't tell you how 
sorry I am about your daughter. 
H.Al~K: Good night, Officer Morgan. 
SOUND: DOOR OPEN AND CLOSE 
STAN: Henry said I could be of some assistance, Offi cer. 
J ACK: Yes. Would you come in here with me a moment, Mr. Parker? 




That's right. It shouldn't take long. 
It's ••• it's nothihg we couldil't do out here? 















(CONTINUING) absolutely necessary. 
If you don't mind, I think I 1 d prefer not to go in there. 
She was a very dear friend of mine, you know. And I have 
a weak stomach. 
It'll juet take a minute, W~. Parker. 
Please. I don't wish to go in there. 
Vfuy, Stanleyt The officer knows best, I 1m sure. 
Nonetheless, I refuse to go into that room. 
I'm afraid I'm going to have to insist that you do, Mr. Parker. 
Please, Stanley. If it'll help 
Very well. But just for a moment. 
DOOR OPEN 
Would you mind waiting out here a moment, Mr. Newcomb? 
As you say. 
SOUND: DOOR CLOSE 
JACK: Look over here, Mr. Parker. Here, on the bed. Do you like 






Please. Wny are you torturing me like this? 
You killed her, didn't you? You watched from your window, and 
when you saw 1\i'lr. Newcomb leave, and knew she was alone, you 
came over, climbed in the window, and •• 
Stop itt Stop it! 
Those hands must be strong, Mr. Parker. But she was such 
a delicate little girl. 
I can't stand any more of' this. 
(MORE) 
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JACK: Why did you kill her, Mr. Parker? 
STAl~ : (PAUSE) (THN~ SOFTLY) I didn't want to. She was so fragile, 
so ••• 
JACK: (SIGH) All right, let's go. That's all I wanted. 
SOUND: DOOR OPEN 
Hf\..NK: I heard you. You killed her, Stanley. You ••• of all 
people. 
SOUND: DOOR CLOSE 
JACK: I 1m sorry, Mr. Newcomb. I didn't want you to hear that. 
HANK: No. I'm glad that I did. Stanley, I do~'t know what to say 
to you. I suppose that I should hate you. But I don't. I 
feel sorry for you. 
STAt~ : I'm sorry, Henry. 
JACK: Yeah. So am I. Let's go. 
MUSIC: STAB. HOLD UP .AND SEGUE WITH 
SOUND: ENGINE, INSIDE CAR. ESTABLISH AND UNDER 
JACK: Those are the bad ones. There's nothing you can say to the 
parents. The child is dead--needlessly dead--and there's 
nothing that can be done about it. Except to see that the 
same guy doesn't have a chance to try it again. Every time 
I looked at that poor kid there on the bed, I saw my son, and 
and Dan Morgan's little girl, and our neighbor kids. And I 
decided that I wouldn 1 t swap my job for any other in the na-
tion. It's not glamorous--like Jeffry York; it's work--
hard work. But when you can give somebody a hand, when you 




(CONTINUING) belong to a pretty good team. You realize that • 
FILTER: Three-three-one. 
JACK: Three-three-one. 
FILTER: Your location now? 
J.ACK : Eleven and Crandall. 
FILTER: Seven thirty one Bishop Street. A ten-twenty-four. 
JACK: Got it. 
SOUND: ENGINE UP UNDER 
JACK: Ten-twenty-four. Assist with childbirth. From death to 
birth. Just like that. Nope. I wouldn't trade with anyone. 
But it would be nice to have a glamorous job---like Jeffry 
York. 
SOUND: SIRE.N IN SOF'TLY. BUILD AND SEGUE vVITH 




.And now here is our writer- director, Hal Larson. 
Thank you for listening to Dark Room. The voices you ha.ve 
heard were those of Herb Arenson, Ed Carr, Dave ZL~~erman, 
Jom1 Fisher, Herschel Stroyman, Ed Carcone, and your keeper 
of the Dark Room keys. Organist for Dark Room is Herbert 
Sanderson. Sue Herman and Tom Ciani handled special effects, 
and Don Brill was engineer. Dark Room is a Ken MacAskill 
production. (CUE) Before closing the door on Dark Room, 
may we invite you to listen again next Tuesday at 7 : 30, when 
our picture will be titled, Surprise Package. Until next 
Tuesday, then, good evening, from Dark Room. 
PROGRAM B 
DARK ROOM INTRO 
ANN: DARK ROOM. 
MU"SIC: THEME UP AND UNDER 
ANN: Dark room. A place for looking over our shoulder---back s.t 
MUSIC: 
HERB: 
the dying day. A place for developing pictures. For_recaptur-
ing a moment otherwise lost forever---erased by the relentless 
sweep of the second hand. Of all man's possessions, time alone 
is irreplaceable. But a picture catches time in flight. Freezes 
it. One such picture is in the solution now. In the subdued 
red light of the dark room, you can see it taking shape. On a 
spindle is a small piece of paper with the title of the picture. 
The title---Soft Life. 
THEME UP AND OUT. 
You men have shouldered one of the toughest jobs there is. The 
pay is small; you get little or no thanks. You are the first 
criticized and the last complimented. The work is hard, danger-
ous, exacting. That blue uniform you're wearing doesn't mean a 
thing---unless the man wearing it does. You've got one job; to 
protect the lives and property of the people in this city. Living 
up to your job is hard---harder than you know. Your only thanks 
will be the satisfaction you get from helping others. You're 
policemen now. You're cops. Good luck. But don't count on luck. 
ANN: To lmow the heart-beat of a city, listen to the cop on the beat. 
MUSIC: PUNCH AND OUT 
SOFT LIFE PAGE 1 
SOUND: KlWCK ON DOOR 
VOICE: (OFF, THRU DOOR) ~fuo is it? 
JIM: It's the police. Open up, Barney. It's the end of •••• 
SOUND: SHOT, MUFFLED, THRU DOOR 
SOUND: BODY FALLING. 
BIZ: VOICES OFF. GEJ.~ERAL EXCITEMENT AND CURIOSITY. CHEAP HOTEL 
HALLWAY 
MAN: (FADING ON) Someone's down, over here by room twelve. 
MAN II: It's a cop. Been shot. Looka the door. Hole in it. Shot 
right through the door. 
l\!IAN IIT: There's gonna be trouble. Let's get outa here. 
M~~ : (CALLS) Hey, you in there. Don't shoot. The cop's down. 
Don't shoot. 
IVIAN II: (AFTER PAUSE) Doesn 1 t answer. 
SOUND: DOOR OPENING 
M.Ai'\l II: Door's unlocked. (PAUSE, OFF) Look. Window's open. Whoever 
it was took off. Fast. 
WOMAN: They won't get him for a while. 
MAN III:We better call the cops. They' 11 send a doc. .P.nd an ambulance. 
MAN: I'll call from downstairs. (FADING) There's gonna be trouble. 
WOM~~: Look like he got it right in the middle. Won't last long, the 
way he's bleeding. 
MP~ : Kinda feel sorry for the poor guy. 
WOMAN: Why? He's ony a cop. 
(MORE) 
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MUSIC: STAB. HOLD UP THEN UNDER SOFTLY 
JIM: That's right, lady. Only a cop. And if I have to die here 
on the dirty floor of this cheap hotel---I'm glad I'm dying 
MUSIC: 
COP: 
a cop. (PAUSE) There's a burning in the pit of my stomach, 
and I can feel my own blood, warm and sticky on the front of 
my shirt. Doris always gives me the dickens when I tear my 
uniform shirts. Or get 'em soiled. It's gorma be hard on 
Doris if I go. Doris and little Bobby. They're the ones who 
get hurt; the wives and kids. 
Wonder how Bobby111 take it. 
They're the ones who suffer. 
He's a great little guy. Make 
a fine cop some day. I wasn't much older than him when I made 
up my mind to be a policeman. We were playing baseball out 
behind old Mrs. Zenger's place. I knocked a fas t ball right 
through her kitchen window. We took out of there like 
Jackie Robinson beating out a bunt. But an hour later when 
we were talking it over in the malt shop, a cop came in and sat 
down wi t h us. I 111 never forget the way he talked to us. (FADE) 
UP BRIEFLY .P...ND OUT 
(FRIENDLY) Fellas, Mrs. Zenger called up and told us someone 
got a home run about an hour ago. Now, I don't have any ideas 
who it was, but there's another Babe Rut h around here somewhere. 
Like to have him on the police team. The firemen beat us the 
other day. But that's not what I wanted to talk about. You 
see, fellas, Mrs. Zenger calls the police about five times a 
day--- if it isn't a baseball through a window it's something 
(MORE) 
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COP: (CONTTI~UIN G) else. Now, our job is helping people. That's 
what we're paid for. Wben someone swipes your bike, our 
job is to get it back. And see that it isn•t stolen again. 
Because it's your property. So, whether we like someone or 
not, we have to realize that their property belongs to them. 
Doesn't matter if it's a bike or a window. And when someone 
steals it---or breaks it---they're sorta stepping on other 
people's toes. Y'know, I'll bet whoever broke that window is 
a guy who doesn't do things that way. Because it isn't being 
a good sport. And I've never met a baseball player who isn•t. 
a good sport. Window only costs two dollars. Wouldn't be · 
surprised if Mrs. Zenger found the money on her porch inside 
of two or three days. Like I say, I don't have any idea who 
it was. Well, I gotta be going, fellas. Thanks for listening 
to me. Oh, by the way, here's a baseball I found. Have any 
use for it? 
MUSIC: SWEEP Il~. ERASE SCENE AND UNDER 
JIM: Well, we did what the policeman said. We mowed a dozen lawns 
in t he next two days. And put t wo dollsrs in an envelope and 
stuck it inside Mrs. Zenger's screen door. The day that cop 
talked to us, I made up my mind that I 1 d be a cop when I grew 
up. Guess most all kids do, one time or another. But I never 
cha.11ged. The way he talked to us--sorta. understanding . Like 
we were grown-ups, too. I never forgot it. And when I was out 
(MORE) 
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JIM: (CONTINUING) of school and old enough to take the civil ser-
vice exam for patrolman, I went down to the station ru1d ap-
plied. Sergeant Mulloy was on the desk then. He•s gone now. 
Got cramps when he tried to pull a youngster out of the river. 
We saved the young fellow, but Mulloy took in too much water. 
Yv'hen I told him I wanted to join the department he looked at me 
a long time before he said anything. (FADE) 
MUSIC: UP BRIEFLY FOR PICTURE AND OUT 
MULLOY: Why do you want to be a policeman? 
JIM: I don't know ••• Guess I've always wanted to. 
MULLOY: How tall are you? 
JIM: Five-nine. 
MULLOY: That's our minimum. Can't be a quarter of an inch shorter. 
JIM: I'm five-nine. 
MULLOY: Think you can pass the exam? It's not like it was when I 
joined, any more. You have to have brains now. 
JIM: I can sure try. 
MULLOY: I think maybe you can. Not exactly sure why, but I hope 
you do. Here's the application blank. Good luck with the 
exam. Oh, and one thing; if you do pass, remember that 
every blue-coat in the city is wearing the same uniform. Keep 
it clean. 
MUSIC: PUNCH. UP AND UNDER 
JIM: I can feel my life's blood flowing out of me. And I can 
hear that woman saying, "He's only a cop." I hope I was a 
good cop. I hope I kept my uniform clean. For Mulloy. And 
(MORE} 
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JIM: (CONTINVING) the rest of them. I had to pick Saturday night 
to get shot. Tonight every ambulance in town is busy on im-
portant calls. But I hope it isn't much longer. My days and 
nights as a policeman come flooding back to me. They've been 
good days. Good and full. I've had my share already. I've 
been lucky. And I've learned a little. My education for the 
cops began at the police academy. There they taught us 
everything from judo to criminal law. About the only thing we 
didn' t learn v;as how to avoid getting shot through a door. 
MUSIC: UP AND OUT. 
VOICE: You do it differently if they come at you with a knife. Now 
watch carefully. You catch his wrist--like so--roll to the 
side---like this---put your weight on your right foot, and 
pull up on his wrist. Okay, Jim. You try it. 
MUSIC: CHORD 
VOICE II:Evidence is divided into two main categories: direct and 
circumstantial. Direct evidence is the testimony of a witness 
or ~Titten documents and records, which are competent, relevant, 
and material to the issues joined and which, if believed, prove 
the existence of the fact in issue without any inference. (FADES) 
MUSIC: CHORD .Al~ OCTAVE HIGHER 
VIII: If the poison is a caustic substance, such as lye or ammonia 
add lemon juice or vinegar to the water instead of bicarb. And 
if you have any ice handy, stick some in his mouth to ease the 
pain. If he stops breathing, administer artificial respiration 
at once (FADE). 
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MUSIC: CHORD .AN OCTAVE UP 
SOUND: ~~ AUTOMOBILE RUNNING. INSIDE. 
VOICE II. Okay, now; we'll approach this first target at thirty 
miles an hour. Keep your eyes open. 
for about two shots. Make 'em count. 
handed. Don't shoot across yourself. 
SOUND: TWO QUICK SHOTS 
You'll only have time 
That's it. Left-
MUSIC: CHORD UP ONE. BUILD AND DOWN TO RELAX. HOLD UNDER, 
JIM: We studied everything. Boxing, court procedure, laws of 
arrest, psychology, fingerprinting, identification, acci-
dent prevention, narcotics, even safe-cracking. They wanted 
to be sure, before they let us wear that uniform. And then 
they turned us loose. I remember the chief's last words. (FADE) 
MUSIC: UP BRIEFLY AND OUT 
CHIEF: I just want to say one thing, men. Tha.t badge you're wearing 
isn't very big. It takes a mighty small man to hide behind it. 
MUSIC: PUNCH AND UNDER. 
JIM: A policeman lives close to life. He sees it at its best and 
its worst. He learns that wealth isn't a measure of the man 
that nobody gets something for nothing, that the toughest 
criminals cry in the night---because they're afraid. He sees 
birth and death under every conceivable circumstance. He 
sees people looking for life and others running from it. And 
he gets a feeling for the people who are his partners in the 
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JIM: (CONTINUING) business of living. A sort of understanding. 
He learns that it's easier to be nice than to be good. I 
learned that one day when I stopped a car for speeding. (FADE} 
MUSIC: UP BRIEFLY AND OUT 
MAN: I'm sorry, officer. I knew I was driving too fast. But you 
see, it's my wife here. I 1 m taking her to the hospital. 
JIM: Okay sir. Go ahead . But be careful. And good luck. 
SOUND: CAR STARTING Al'ilD DRIVIl~G AWAY 
JIM: I watched him drive off. I could see he was going too fast, 
but. I didn't wru1t to stop him again. 
SOUND: CAR. I NSIDE. SNEP~ UNDER 
JIM: My mind was on the beAutiful spring day. I was thinking it was 
a nice day for them to have their baby. Driving along, I began 
to get an uneasy feeling. As though something were ~~ong . 
VOICE: (FILTER) Car three-six-one . Car three-six-one. 
JIM: Three-six-one . Go ahead. 
VOICE: Car three-six-one, a ten-eighteen at Fift and Alder. They 
say it's bad, Jim. 
JIM: On my way. 
SOUND: ENGINE UP INTO 
SOUND: SIRlli~ UP INTO 
MUSIC: UP TO WASH IT OUT AND UNDER 
JIM: A ten-eighteen is code for an accident. I got there a minute 
after they ran head-on-into a truck. And they lost. His 
wife never got to a hospital. She didn't need to. They were 
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JIM: (CONTI NUING) both dead. (PAUSE) I gave them a break. A 
bad one. And you remember things like that. Those pictures 
never leave you. And sometimes you forget that not everybody 
sees that sort of thing every day. And the next time you stop 
somebody for speeding, you are a littl e impat ient. But you 
try t o kee9 your sense of humor . Very f ew people i n the world 
do wrong intentionally. Almost always it ' s a case of not know-
ing or of f orgetti ng . But those who make their living out -
side t he l aw-- -they're the ones who cause the trouble. Not 
too long ago, a gambling syndicate moved into town. They 
were all old-timers in the game and knew the tricks. 
MUSIC: UP AND OUT 
VOICE: (SMOOTH) We aren't causing any trouble, officer, We're running 
a nice respectable place. Not bothering anyone. 
JIM: Twen ty-four hours. Or we close you up. 
VOICE: Now, give us a break. Would you like a drink , officer? 
JIM: You know better than to offer me a drink. 
VOICE: Okay. Okay. But you can see we don't do anything wrong 
here. All on the up-and-up. 
J I M: Sure you are. Those pegged roulette tables, for example. And 
those loaded dice here on the table. And this mar ked deck. 
All on the up-and-up. 
VOICE: Look, officer. We could make this well worth your while. 
Not ru1ything obvious. But you could wake up some morning 
and find a nice new car parked out in front. With your name on it. 
(MOP.E) 
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JIM: You've got the wrong boy. And you've got twenty-four hours 
to get this stuff ru1d yourselves out-of here. 
VOICE: We could make things pretty tough for you, if you don't play 
ball. I'm having dinner with the mayor tonight, and we can 
make things awfully difficult. 
JIM: Every small-time bunko boy who drifts in town tries that. 
Forget it. 
VOICE: Okay, you asked for it. Lay off us, or your family is going 
to ••• 
SOUND: Y.AN BEING HIT. AND FALL TO FLOOR 
JIM: 
VOICE: 
Now get up. I gave you a chance. 
You'll be sorry for this. 
Now I'm running you in. 
JIM: Tell me about it on the way to the station. 
M""liSIC: STAB. HOLD, THEN UNDER 
JIM: You meet all kinds. Sure, it would be nice to wake up and 
find a new car parked out in front, with your name on it. 
If I took the money offered me in one year, I'd be a rich 
man. And I 1d end up with the guys who offered it to me. In 
the lock-up. Cops are human, same as anyone. They aren't 
knights in shining armor, the way some radio programs would 
make you believe. They're people paid to do a job. They're 
paid to help people. It's a good job. I guess you have to 
love your work to be a cop. Because sometimes you take an 
awful beating. And sometimes you lose a little sleep. When 
someone gets murdered. And you stay on the job 1till you get him. 
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r.mSIC: · UP .lU~D OUT 
CHIEF: Remember Barney Egger, Jim? 
JIM: Sure. Sent him up for seven-to-ten for t hat safe job out 
on t he west end. He ought to be out pretty soon, shouldn't 
he? 
CHIEF: He is out. But he didn't wait. Had two more years. Broke 
this morning. We got reports he's headed this way. With 
another con, a lifer named Ross Thompson. 
JIM: Thompson went up on t hat double killing in Iowa, didn't he? 
CHIEF: That 's the boy. They killed a guard, breaking out. We want 
'em, Jim. If they're coming here, it means trouble. Let's 
get them first. 
JIM: Got his M.O. there? 
CHIEF: Yeah, right here. 
SOUND. P .llPER RUSTLE 
JIM: Let's see. He used to spend time with the Abbotts. And 
he hung around the Blue Moon. I might check there. 
CHIEF: Doubt if that'll do any good. They're hot. And t hey know it. 
JIM: Yeah, I'll see what I can find. 
CHIEF: Hope we get him first. He doesn't like you, you know. He'll 
be out for you. 
JIM: That makes us even. 
MUSIC: STAB. HOLD AND UNDER 




Jiful : (CONTINUING) where you can go for information. Who you can 
trust. And you never betray a trust. Barney Egger is an old 
timer. He's tried doing business in town twice. And we've 
locked. him up twice. Before he came here, be beat a murder rap. 
Now he's got a gun. And another murder charge waiting for him. 
I checked with the people who might know where he'd be. (FADE) 
MUSIC: UP ..1\.ND FADE WITH NITE CLUB MUSIC EST.ABLISH AND UNDER 
VOICE: No, Jim. He hasn't been in. 
JIM: Any idea where he might be heading? 
VOICE: Might check with Ray Wilson. 
JIM: At the Algeri<m? 
VOICE: Yeah. He might know something. 
JIM: Thanks, George. 
VOICE: I'll call if anything comes up. 
JIM: I wru1t Egger, George. 
VOICE. Hear he wants you, too. 
MUSIC: UP TO WASH .41 D OUT 
RAY: Yeah. He's in. Got abig guns 'l with him. They're in a 
nasty mood. 
JIM: Know where they are? 
RAY: Not sure. Might be at Big Mike's. 
JIM: We closed him up. 
RAY: He's not selling any stuff now. Just a little bootlegging. 
JH!: They say Egger has a gun. 
RAY: Both of 'em have. Be careful, Jim. They know how to use 'em. 
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JIM: So do I. 
















MI KE : 
JIM: 
How about it, Mike? Where are they? 
I don't know nothin 1 • 
I want him, Mike. I 111 take you too, if I have to. 
He was in. But he left. Both of 1 em did. 
Where'd they go? 
To a movie, they said. 
Where'd they go, Mike? 
They were taDcing about a job. That's all I know. Said they 
needed some fast dough, so they were gonna pull a job. 
~here? Where is the job? 
I don't know. Honest, Jim. I don't know where the job is. 
They wouldn't tell me. All I know is they're gonna pull a job. 
You better be levelling, Mike. 
Honest I run. I'm telling the truth, so help me. 
Where's your phone? 
It 1 s in back. Through that door. {PAUSE) Jim •• ? 
Yeah? 
They got guns. 
That's what I hear. 
MUSIC. STAB. UP AND UNDER 
Jir.l: I called the station, a..11d they put out a general call. Then 
I began cruising where I thought Barney might pull a job. 
But that's a guess at best. They had a whole city to pick from. 
(MOR.l!:) 
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JIM: ( COrlTINUING) Egger's an old soup man--blows safes. So I 
took my chances :in an . area that had some pretty fat ones. 
i~uSIC: OUT FROM UNDER 
SOUND: CAR. INSIDE SNEAK IN 
JIM: Those guys would try anything now. They were both facing a 
murder rap. .And one more wouldn't bother them too much. I 
knew they'd shoot the first person who crossed 'em. 
VOICE: (FILTER) Attention all cars. Attention all cars. A t welve-
fifty-four at the corner of eighth and Main. All cars in the 
area cover in. 
JIM: A twelve-fifty-four. That's a shooting. I was about eight 
blocks from Eighth and Main. (UP) Three-sixty-one coming in 
north from Elghth and Monroe. 
VOICE: (FILTER) Check, three-six-one. Attention all cars. Our 
t wo-two-six coming in south from Eighth and Cleveland. Car 
one-two-nine covering west from Seventeenth and Main. Car 
three-five-eight covering in east from Water and Main. Car 
three-six-one comil1g li1 from north from Eighth and Monroe. 
WSSP clear. 
JIM: Three blocks from the shooting I tun1ed off my lights. I 
turned off Eighth Street, knowing they wouldn't stay on the 
same street. On Sixth, I saw two men run down an alley. (UP) 
Three-six-one. 
(FILTER) Go ahead, three-six-one. 
JIM: Think I just saw 'em duck down an alley between Fifth and 
Sixth, Oak and Broadway. 
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FILTER: All cars. The men were seen rm1ning into the alley, Five 
and Six; Oak and Broadway. The chief says get 'em. 
MUSIC: SWEEP IN. HOLD UNDER NERVOUSLY 
JIM: Cars covered both a~ds of the alley. We had 'em cut off. 
There isn't a light in the alley. We moved slowly, afraid 
of using our guns, because we couldn't see where we'd be 
shooting. 
VOICE: (OFF) There they are. On that fire escape. 
SOUND: SHOTS. 5 OR 6 QUICKLY 
JIM: We flattened ourselves against the wall, and tried to get 
a shot, but against that building, we held our fire. Too 
mru1y people inside. Couldn't risk it, in that darkness. I 
edged around to the corner of the building. One of them 
was just dropping from the fire escape. He didn't see me in 
time. 
ROSS: Heyt 
JIM: Keep your hands where they are, Ross. Let's see what kind 
of a cannon you carry. 
SOUim : PAT FOR FRISKING 
JIM: Well, a forty-four. This what you killed the guard with, Ross? 
ROSS: I di&1 1 t kill the guard. Egger did. 





You got a long wait. 
Got a lot of time. 
He ain't comin' this way. 
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JIM: Has to. Unless he's on the roof. 
ROSS: 




Neither. He's in the building. Went in a window. 
I don 't believe you. 
You're tne guy that wants him. 
Lean up against the wall. That's it. I want to try flashing 
my light up there. (PAUSE) You're right. He isn't there. 
You'll never get him. 
JIM: What are your odds? 
CHIEF: (FADD~G ON) Hello, Jim. See you got one of 'em. 
JIM: Barney' s in the apartment building. Or on the roof. I 
know he hasn't left the area. 
CHIEF: Good. Let's get him. (CALLS) Murphy. Take this one back . 
give him the room with the southern exposure. 
MURPH: · (FADING ON) This the one who killed the guard? 
JIM: We don't know---yet. 





I didn't kill the guard. Barney did it. 
Better be telling the truth. That guard was my brother. 
PUNCH. HOLD, AND UNDER. 
(DOWN ) Sometimes you can't help yourself; sometimes you want 
to bust some of these guys apart. Sometimes you think of the 
families broken up by a trigger-happy fool, and you get good 
and mad . Danny Murphy was a good guy. He put in about ten 
hours a week at the Police Athletic League, helping youngsters 
keep from going wrong. Had a couple kids of his own. A nice 
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JIM: (CON TTI~UING) wife. Little house out on the edge of town, 
with a garden in back. And now he's dead. Because a 
trigger-happy convict got ahold of a gun. And his wife and 
kids will get along somehow. But they won't have their dad---
ever again. Death is so awfully final. And so awfully 
futile, when it's like this. I didn't know which of the two 
convicts had killed Danny Murphy. But I wanted to get my 
hands on him. It's v~ong to feel that way---I know it's 
wrong. The law is a cold unemotional thing. And it's 
right. And otir job was to bring them to trial, not to try 
them. It's not easy to be a cop at times like that. The 
law is a strange proposition. Sometimes slow, always calm. 
Due process. It grinds forever. But it grinds exceeding fine. 
MUSIC: FAIRLY RAPID BUILD AND OUT. 
CHIEF: Simmonds and Bill, post yourselves in these two doorways. 
Riley and Ad&ns, check the south side. Jim and I wi ll work 
the first floor . Matthews and • . . 
VOICE: There he goes. He's breaking. Dovin Alder. 
CHIEF : No shooting . Too many people that way. He can't get far, 
unless he gets lost in the cr owd. Let's fan out, boys. He's 
killed enough people. 
VOICE: We'll have a dickens of a time in that crowd. 
CHIEF: Remember---no shooting. 
VOICE: Even if he opens up? 
CHIEF: Even if he shoots first. 
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MUSIC: PUNCH. UP BRIEFLY .AND UNDER 
JIM: But we didn. 1 t get him. We lost him in the crowd. He was 
swallovred in the yawning mouth of the city. And we let him 
get away. He had killed Danny Murphy. He had shot two 
people this evening. One dead; the other--a girl--might 
just as well be dead. I wondered how many more. I had put 
Barney Egger in jail the last time. Without E.. gu11 he was a 
coward. With a gun---hs was sudden death. We combed the 
city for a day a11d a night without success. He had com-
pletely disappeared. So we started a.ll over again . V.'e 
checked every place he was likely to turn up. We questioned 
our underworld contacts. We had the state police we.tch 
outgoing traffic. Airlines and busses and trains were 
watched . Big Mike was hauled ll1 on a boot-leg charge, and 
we questioned him. 
MUSIC: UP ill~D OUT. 
CHIEF: We warned you, Mike. Keep awe.y from selling the stuff. .P.nd 





Maybe I like it here. 
Business pretty good, was it? 
I do all right. 
Never learn, do you? 
I said I like it her e . 
CHIEF: You must. This is your fourth time in t wo years. 
MIKE: What's wrong with having a couple bottles in your room? 
(MOPcE) 
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CHIEF: Nothing. Unless you sell 'em. 
MIKE: I didn't sell any. I just like to have it on hand---in 
case someone drops in. 
JIM: Like for instance a fifteen-year-old youngster. 
~IKE: I don't know what you're talking about. 
CHIEF: Cut it out, Mike . This kid you sold the bottle to is dead. 
i\IIIKE: 
He was b1 an accident on Route Nine last night. Before he 
died, he told us where he bought the bottle. You should 
have seen it, Mike, Not pretty. 
You can't prove nothing. 
CHIEF: That's what you said last time. Remember? Just before you 
were sentenced. 
MI KE: I was framed. You didn't have a thing on me. 
JIM: ·where have I beard that before? 
CHIEF: It's too bad we can't make this a murder charge, 1~ike. 
MIKE: 
It wasn't nice to see--that young fellow in the car. Looked 
like a nice-looking boy. Why don't you leave 1 em alone? 
Why don't you let 'em grow up by themselves? 
I diru1 1 t kill anyone. Leave me alone. 
JIM: Busu1ess so ·bad you have to sell the stuff to youngsters, Mike? 
.MIKE: 
You ought to know better than that. I thought you were smarter. 
I'm smart enough to know you can't prove a thing. I didn't 
sell anything to anybody. 
JIM: Did pretty well with the numbers game a few years ago. Until 
you tried it here. Slipping, Mike? 
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CHIEF: Must be quite a come-down for a big-timer like you to have 
to peddle boot-leg hooch. 
J H1: You're all through, Mike. You're a has-been. iVhy don ' t 
you get out now? None of the big-timers will have anything 
to do with you. 
CHI EF: We used to have you pegged for a pretty bright guy, Mike. 
You used to know everything that went on. Now all you lmow 
is selling watered whiskey to kids. 
JIM: That's why Barney Egger wouldn't deal with you. 
MI KE : Eggert He's not in the ••• 
CHI EF: We picked him up this afternoon. Herbie Smith fingered him • 
• TIM: Smart boy, that Herbie. Knows what's going on. 
MIKE: Herbiet That little paper hanger didn't know Egger was at 
the Roseway ••• {CHECKS HIMSELF SUDD~~LY) 
JIM: (AFTER PAUSE) Thanks, Mike. 
iYIUSIC: STAB. I10LD BRIEFLY AND UNDER 
JIM: (DOVlli ) It worked. Like all the rest of his kind, Big 
Mike fell for a curve. And he let it slip. The Roseway 
Hotel. We sent him back to his cell and headed for the 
Roseway. It's a dumpy little place, just like a thousand 
other dumpy little places in every city of the country. 
Full of people who had fallen back as the human race went 
foreward. But we'd never had any real trouble there. Maybe 
a fight now and then. Or an occasional suicide. But the 
people there usually weren't hiding from the police. They 
were hiding from lif e. Driving to the hotel, I mentally 
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JIM: (CONTINUING ) examined the balance sheet. Two dead. One 
uncertain. How many more? How many lives would be wasted 
before we got to him? My thoughts raced as the car speeded 
ahead. We were closing in. It wouldn't be long. We knew 
we'd get him. But how many would he kill first? The hotel, 
when we got there, looked old and somewhat perplexed with 
the world changing around it. The old man at the desk was 





UP AND OUT 
Fella registered here by the name of Barney Egger? 
Sorry. All filled up. No rooms. 
,JIM : (LOUD) Barney Egger .Anyone stayin' here by that name? 
POP: What's the name? Don't hear too good. 
Chief: How's for seeing the register, Pops? 
Pop: You fellas police? You lookin ' for someone? 
JIM: Yeah. · We're lookin' for someone. The register. May we 
see it? 
POP: Oh, the register. Sure. Have it right here. Help yourself. 
SOUhD: PAPER RUSTLING 
CHIEF: Nothing here looks like his writing. No dates on it. 
JIM: Anyone moved in, the last few days, Pop? 
?OP: Sure. Couple people. Woman up on four. And a man on t wo. 
Woman moved in just today. Sorta heavy woman. Little 
worried about her. No luggage. You know how those people 
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POP: (CON TINUD~G) are about leaving without paying. Gotta watch 
'em careful. She works ••• 
CHIEF: What does the man look like? 
POP: Straight hair. Tall. Black hair , I think. He diili~'t have 
any luggage, either. But I'm not worried about him, though. 
Paid in advance. 
CHIEF: Show him the mug shot, Jim. 
JIM: Yeah. Here, Pop. Look at this. This the man? 
POP: That's him, all right. What's the matter? He do something 
wrong? 
JIM: Yeah. He did something wrong. 
CHIEF: Is he in his room now? 
POP: Nope. He asked about the show around the corner. Think 
he went to the movie . Just left about a half-hour ago. 







You say he didn't have any luggage? 
Not a thing. Like I say, he paid in advance. 
You have a key to his room, Pop? 
Sure. Have keys to all the rooms. Here's his. Room 
twenty-eight. End of tne hall, second floor. 
Thanks~ Pop. We'll bring it back. 
Glad to oblige the police. This fella do something real 
bad? 
JIM: Yeah. Real Bad. 
M""lJ SIC: PUNCH. HOLD AND UNDER. 
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JIM: We didn't find anything in his room. Didn't think he'd leave 
his gun. But it was worth a try. No sense L~ going to the 
theatre for him. Too many people could get hurt that way. 
And we didn 1 t want to take a chance on waitu1g for him in 
his room. The old man on the desk might have given us away. 
We decided to wait across the street, until we saw him come 
into the hotel. We gave Pop the key back and told him not 
to say anything ahout us being there. And I realized that I 
was tired. We'd been on this case for two days without 
sleep. After a while you go on nervous energy. But there'd 
be no sense in going to bed anyway. You'd never sleep, 
knowing that at any minute Barney Egger could be murdering 
someone. So you keep going. We found a doorway across 
the street where we could watch everyone coming into the 
hotel. And we waited. We didn 1 t know if he t d be back in 
five minutes or five hours. We weren't sure he 1 d be back at 
all. But if he came back, we knew we'd be there. Two hours 
went by with nothing happening. He would be getting back 
any minute now, if he went to the theatre. We were in the 
shadows so we couldn't be seen from across the street. But 
we didn't count on last second emergencies. 
MUSIC: OP Al'lD OUT. 
CHIEF: Ought to be along any minute now. We 111 let him get up to 
his room. 
JIM: ~hat's that guy doing, running over here like that? He's 
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JIM: (CONTINUI NG ) goL~g to make a mess of things. Look. He's 
coming over to us. 
JOE: (FADING ON, EXCITED) Police. Hey, police. Quick. Come 
on. My wife. She's She needs help. Please help. 
She 1 s . going to have the baby. 
CHIEF: It always happens. (UP) Can 1 t you get a doctor? 
JOE: No time for a doctor. Hurry, Please. She needs help bad. 





It's just a half-block. 
Better give him a hand, Jim. I'll wait for Egger. 
You're better at this sort of thing. And Egger's mine. 
Hurry, please. There's no time to waste. 
Okay, Jim. But be careful. Egger doesn't like you. 
He didn't l ast time, either. 
MUSIC: PUNCH. HOLD AND UNDER . 
JIM: Ten minutes after the Chief left, I saw Barney Egger return 
to t he hotel . I watched him get his key and walk to t he 
stairs. He didn't seem to suspect anything. Apparently 
the clerk hadn't tipped us. Or Barney didn't show it. 
When I saw t he light go on in his room, I crossed to the 
hotel and went up to the second floor. Nothing seemed wrong. 
I knocked on the door. 
lviUSIC: UP AND OUT. 
SOUND: KN OCK ON DOOR 
BARNEY: Who is it? 
JIM: It's the police. Come out, Barney. It's the end of ••• 
(MORE ) 
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SOUND: BODY F.ALLL~G. 
MUSIC: STAB. HOLD UP. THEN UNDER. 
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JIM: And so I'm lying here on the dirty floor of the Roseway 
Hotel, feeling my life's blood leaving my body. It seems 
I've been here for hours, waiting for the ambulance. But 
it's Saturday night, and the ambulances are busy with im-
portant things. Wonder how the Chief di~ with the baby. 
(PAUSE) That's why this is such an interesting job. Birth 
and death, · withLr:t minutes. Life runs i t s string out. It 
goes its t wisting turning way. Sometimes beautiful. Some-
times tragic . And we're in the middle of it. Part of it. 
(PAUSE) So many things come back to you. The day many 
years ago, when the cop gave us back the baseball. The 
couple I stopped for speeding, and let t hem go on their way ---
on their way to death. The little people who try to buy 
your soul. The births and deaths and comedy and tragedy. Vie 
get it all. It 1 s our business. And it•s a good business. 
It's given me a full share of life already. I can hear the 
voices armmd me. The voice of the woman. 
t~U111fu~ : He's only a cop. 
Jn'l: Yeah. Only a cop. I hope I was a good cop. I hope ••• (V'?EAKLY) 
I hope • • • 
SOUND: (AFTER PAUSE) SIREN. OFF MUFFLED. SEGUE WITH 
f:WSIC: THEME FOR CURTAIN. 
EXTRO 
HERB: And now, here is our writer-director, Hal Larson 
HJ\L : Thank you for listening to Dark Room. The voices you he.ve 
heard wer e those of Herb Aronson, Ed Hatch, Carl Rasmussen, 
Ken MacAskill, Marjorie-Ann York, Earl Nauss, John Reiman , 
Frank Raden and your keeper of the Dark Room keys. Our 
organist is Herbert Sanderson. Carl Rasmussen and Sue Herman 
handled special effects, and Don Brill is engineer. Dar k 
Room is a Ken Mac.Askill production. (CUE) A portion of 
tonight's story was transcribed. Before closing the door on 
Dark Room, may we invite you to listen again next Tuesday 
at 7:30, when our picture will be titled Light in The Dark 




The recordings o1' the two shows, certainly one of the 
most important parts of this report, is presented as a single 
unit , a separate chapter. 
Persuasion is by definition creative. Upon the success 
or failure of the radio hinges the whole of the study. With-
in the physical simitations of a new school-owned and -oper-
ated station, the presentation must perform its function. 
Little would be added to the report by an analysis of 
the technicalities of the direction, production and present-
ation of _ the programs. Like the scripts, they must speak 
for themselves. And like the scripts, ~heir success or fail-
ure \till be indicated by the results of the questionnaire. 
It has been said that this is a chronological and 
analytical report of persuasion. The success of persuasion 
in this case leans heavily on the radio programs. Submitted 
under separate cover, they are presented in proper chronol-
ogy. They are chapter four . 
CHAPTER V 
PERSUASION---A Quantitative Analysis 
This part of the inquiry reports and analyzes the results of 
the questionnaire. 
I. THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
It is believed that this is the first time that this parti-
cular questiaanaire form has been used. Previous studies were 
helpful in supplying cues to the mode of quantification, but no 
form could be found that fit the demands of this paper. Not only 
are beliefs and attitudes rels.tive to the attitude-object; they 
are also relative to attitudes about similar objects. Thus, the 
plan of comparing the attitudes to those of other occupations. 
Trial and error proved the present form overwhelmingly superior 
to all others tried. Students of the age group questioned are suf-
ficiently erudite to anticipate the object of the questionnaire 
when it asks them to rate a thing, here the policemen, on a graded 
scale. Their answers then are based on t he pres~~ed object of the 
questionnaire. Informal conversation after completing the present 
questionnaire indicated that, though the respondents were of the 
opinion that there was some connection between t he programs and 
the questions, they answered them on the basis of the questions only. 
Each question seeks to determine the subjects' attitudes toward 
the policemen concerning a quality approximating one of the fourteen 
labels listed. These labels, or themes, are (1) Honesty, (2} Kind-
ness, (3} Fairness, (4) Intelligence, (5) Courage, (6) Courtesy, 
(7) Ability, {8) Education, {9) Sensitivity, (10) Value, (11) Help-
fulness, (12) Friendliness, (13) Industriousness, (14) Sincerity, 
and (15) Humility. 
No effort was made to keep the themes parallel in function; 
t he object was to get at the most important considerations. 
Questionnaire 
1. You lose your wallet. Which of the following would you rather 
have find it? Put number one (1) before the name you select. 
Rate the others, 2 to 5. 
_Fireman; _Lawyer; Policeman; 
Radio Announcer; _ Carpenter. 
2. An old woman is put out of her house because she cannot pay 
the rent. Which of the follo~~ng would be the first to help 
her? Put number one (1) before your choice. Rate the others, 
2 to 5. 
_Fireman; _Lawyer; _ Policeman; 
Radio Announcer; _ Carpenter. 
3. Which would you choose for umpire at a sand-lot baseball 
game you play in? Rate the others as above. 
_ Fireman; __ Lawyer; _ Policeman; 
Radio Announcer; _ Carpenter. 
4. The follow.ll1g are your neighbors. Whom would you go to for 
help with your home work? Rate the others. 
_ Fireman; _Lawyer; _ Policeman; 
Radio .Announcer; _ Carpenter. 
5. On your vacation you get the cramps while swimming. These 
men, also on vacation, happen by. Who would be first to help? 
Rate the others. 
Fireman; _Lawyer; Policeman; 
Radio Announcer; _ Carpenter. 
6. Your best friend's father is dead. Who would you rather see 
accompany your friend to the school's Father-Son picnic? 
Rate the others. 
_Fireman; _Lawyer; _ Policeman; 
Radio Announcer; __ Carpenter. 





Radio ~~nouncer; __ Carpenter. 
8. From which of the following would you first seek advice 
about college? Rate the others. 
_Fireman; __ Lawyer; Policeman 
Radio Announcer; _ Carpenter. 
9. Your dog dies. You feel very bad about it and want someone 
just to talk to. Which of these neighbors would you first 
turn to? Rate the others. 
_Fireman; ~Lawyer; Policeman 
Radio Announcer; ~ Carpenter. 
10. Which of the following do you tllink contributes most to a 
better world? Rate the others. 
__ Fireman; 
_Lawyer; Policeman 
Radio Annou.11cer; _Carpenter. 
11. On vacation you run out of gas in a rainy night. Which of 
the following, also on vacation, would you prefer to show 
up? Rate the others. 
Fireman· --~ ' __ Lawyer; Policeman 
Radio ArL~ouncer; __ Carpenter. 
12. Which of the following would you rather have for a neiX:t-door 
neighbor? Rate the others. 
_Fireman; _Lawyer; Policeman 
Radio Announcer; _ Carpenter. 
--
13. Who works harder at his job? Rate the others. 
Fireman; ___ Lawyer; _ Policeman; 
Radio .Announcer; _ _ Carpenter. 
14- Who believes most in his work? Rate the others. 
_ Fireman; 
_Lawyer; _ Policeman; 
Radio .Announcer; _ Carpenter. 
15. Who expects the least credit for what he does ? Rate the 
others. 
_Fireman; _Lawyer; _ Policeman; 
Radio Announcer; __ Carpenter. 
II. THE RESULTS 
The control groun. As was indicated by preliminary inquiries, 
the control group had attitudes hardly flatterL'lg to policemen. 
There was, in fact, a definite tendency to rate the policeman high 
(unfavorably) in qualities associated with the nature of t heir work. 
For example, courage, the lowest (most favorable) average was 3.25, 
barely below the mid-score of 3.30. Honesty, a preSQ~ed ingredient 
of law-enforcement, averaged 4.30, almost a complete unit above 
(worse) than the mid-score. 
If this study is thought of as changing the sign of the atti-
tude, the mid-point, 3.50, can be accepted as the zero, or neutral, 
point. Anything above that can be construed as a negative attitude, 
and anything below as a positive, or favorable, attitude. It must 
be emphasized, however, that that does not necessarily mean t hat res-
ponde..1ltS rating policemen above or below that point were signifying 
a positive or negative attitude. Rather, they were rating them in 
relation to four other occupations. Only for the purposes of this 
study is that concept of changing the sign valid. 
From the al;nost unbelievably unfavorable 4.70 for intelligence 
(a -1.20 rating) to the relative high of 3.25 for courage (a + 25 ra-
ting) the average scores were uniformly unfavorable. The courage 
score, shockingly, was the only rating that can be considered a 
positive attitude. 
In all probability the respondents did not actually believe 
that policemen were, for eocample, as ignorant as the questionnaire 
would seem to indicate. But that only adds to the importance of 
the concept of attitudes. If a general "dislike" can color the 
answer to a fairly objective question, its final manifestation 
in the motivational structure is worthy of serious consideration. 
Even in a self-generated "fog, 11 one can see anything-- -anythL'1g 
one wishes to see. 
EXDerimental group one. The first group tested ~fter heari ng 
a program, A, group one recorded a 1.95 improvement over t he 
similar control group. Viewing t he problem as one of changing the 
sign of an attitude, these figures mean an improvement from a -.60 
r a ting to a 1 .35 stature. 
Most marked changes were in Intelligence, ~~th a 2.75 im-
provement and Humility, whi ch showed a 2.75 change. The least 
change was in Courage, which had a 1.67 average. The average 
ratLr1gs were all well under the mid-score of 3.50, meaning that the 
attitudes, as concerns this paper, all changed to a positive qua-
lity. 
Onl y three rathlgs of 5 were given in the entire questionnaire, 
t wo of these by the s&~e subject, who still showed a marked improve-
ment in other qualities. All subjects rated t he policemen higher 
on the average, and onl y four labels showed an improvement of 
less than 2. These were Courage, with a 1.67 betterment, Ability, 
with a 1. 93 change, Education, boosted 1.85, and Industriousness, 
1. 33 better. 
The Lrldividual changes were: Honesty: 2.48, Kindness, 2.32, 
Fairnes~2.00, Intelligence: 2.78, Courage: 167, Ability: 1.93, 
Education: 1.85, Sensitivity: 2.27, Friendliness : 2.32, Helpfulness: 
2.12, Value : 2.23, Industriousness: 1.33, Humility: 2.75, Sincerity: 
2.45. 
T"he generally uniform changes in attitudes enunciate clearly 
that the attitude regarding one quality of a person is wed to the 
attitudes regarding all other qualities, that the parts are viewed 
in terms of the whole. 
Experimental groun two. After listening to Program B, ex-
perimental group two, similar in composition to the control groupJ 
recorded an over-all ·average of 2.04, a change of 2.00 from the 
control group 's 4.10. This, in terms of the units employed, is 
better than a 100% improvement in attitude. Employing the change-of-
sign concept, it is a change from a -.60 to a +1.46 rating. Pur-
suing this reasonli1g, the attitudes have changed from more than 
passive dislike to a strong approval . 
The .11 difference in the average changes between groups one 
and two may be attributable to a better story, a more propitious 
moment for givb1g the tests, or any of thousands of individual 
psychological reasons. In any event, the variation is negligible. 
Again, the improvement was fairly uniform. Not one respondent 
in this group, it will be noted, rated policemen lower than 4, 
and there were few of them. This group, though co-eq~al with the 
control group and group A lll age, comes from a Catholic Military 
Academy, which may in part account for the less extreme view than 
that expressed by the trade school students. 
Greatest improvement over the control group was seen in 
Honesty, with a 2.50 change, Kindness, which showed a 2.45 better-
ment, and Friendliness, with a 2.35 change. Again , the least im-
provement was in the classification that had rated lowest (best) 
with the control group, Courage, which had a 1.35 betterment. 
The changes for this group (from the control group) were: 
Honesty: 2.50, Kindness: 2.45, Fairness: 2.20 , Intelligence: 2.30, 
Courage: 1.35, Ability: 2.00, Education: 1.55, Sensitivity: 2.25, 
Friendliness: 2.35, Helpfulness: 1.60, Value: 2.00, Industriousness: 
1.70, Humili~y: 2.05, Sincerity: 1.85. 
Effect £! ~ ~ograms. One week after hearing Program A, 
and answering the questionnaire, Group one listened to Program 
B, and was ag~in given the same questionnaire. The results from 
this were expected to be slight because of the consistency factor: 
people have been found to be unwilling to be caught in a paradox. 
In view of this, the results were enlightening. Every cate-
gory but one showed a decrease (improve~ent in attitude) over the 
score after hearing one program. The recalcitrant quality again 
was Courage, which showed a +.08 change, hardly worthy of mention. 
The greatest improvements were in Honesty, Intelligence and Ability, 
each of which experienced a -.41 change and Value, with a-.50 
change. 
How much of this difference is attributable to the two-program 
effect and how much is due to the possibility of a more effective 
Program B cannot be said. It is presumable, however, that the fol-
low-up technique does have merit, in view of this. 
The specific changes from t he one-program ratL~gs were: 
Honesty: -.41, Kindness: -.34, Fairness: -.08, Intelligence: -.41, 
Co~·age: +.08, Ability: -.41, Education: -.17, Sensitivity: -.34, 
Friendliness: -.25, HelpfuL~ess: -.25, Value: -.5a, Industriousness: 
-.25, Humility: -.17, Sincerity: -.33. 
These results averaged a -.27 betterment from the one-program 
effect. They were better t han either groups after listening to 
only one program. It is a 2.49 improvement on the control group, 
which is well over half the range, or an improvement of over 200%. 
The 1.88 average is the equivalent of a +1.62 rating, with l.Oa the 
best possible. 
The evenness of change again mirrors the fact that people 
j udge on t he ba sis of a general impression, not specific traits. 
It seems to be a case of agreeing with the old song, "Love me; 
love my dog." This study, however, is more concerned with atti-
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
The object of this inquiry was to determL~e if, and to what 
extent, measurable changes in attitude could be effected by means 
of one half-hour radio program. That question has been answered 
emphatically. It is possible to change attitudes with the vehicle 
described, and it is possible to change attitudes considerably. 
Though these conclusions have been stated in context, there remau1 
a few final considerations. 
There are imperfections L~ the study; the writer is not a 
psychologist. But one irrefutable fact emerges: Attitudes can 
be changed. It was here done by a relatively inexperienced experi-
menter. A little mental multiplication reveals what can be done 
by a competent practitioner. 
It cru1not be said that radio is the best vehicle for the pur-
pose. In all probability it ~&not. Motion pictures and tele-
vision can combine the visual elements to strengthen the presen-
tation. But it can be said that radio can be used to change be-
liefs and attitudes. Radio has sold soap, cigarettes end automo-
biles. Kate Smith sold over $39 million worth of bonds over radio 
in one day. 
Selling ideas is finally infinitely more important than selling 
soap or cigarettes. It requires different techniques, a knowledge 
of the development of beliefs and attitudes, an understanding of 
the listeners' social milieu, a grasp of the technicalities of 
the media. It requires a certain amount of work. 
This project was undertaken because of a personal belief--
a belief amounting to a conviction. Perhaps that conviction has 
crept in to color or distort this inquiry, though a concerted 
effort was made to be objective. That conviction, briefly stated, 
is that ideas c&i be sold. 
It is now abundantly clear that ideas must be sold. Or there 
•Yill be no more ideas. 
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